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"But people who aren’t spiritual (those stuck in 
their 1st physical reality only - "the dead") can’t 
receive these truths from God’s Spirit. It all sounds 
foolish to them and they can’t understand it, for 
only those who are spiritual  (those in the upper 
ranges of 1st physical reality and the 2nd physical 
reality – having completed a full tribulation) can 
understand what the Spirit means."  

1 Corinthians 2:14

Completing a full tribulation corrects  this 
into the proper levels for understanding.

"Then he opened their minds so they 
could understand the Scriptures."

These                      are the    children of the Kingdom,         the 
disciples of Christ  converted by His word..

(Those having   true Faith  in Christ) 
Living within the 2nd physical reality 

(ascended Christians)    

Only those written in the Book of Life will enter... 

And they were deeply offended and refused to 
believe in him. Then Jesus told them, “A 
prophet is honored everywhere except in his 
own hometown and among his own family.”
 (A true disciple will remain in Faith regardless)

Families and friends will reunite once all       
reach "Heaven"- higher consciousness

(Only for those choosing to complete the FULL process)

Must "seek to find"
Those not seeking, will never experience The Kingdom

"Know thyself", and what you are...

 lucifer experiment.com 

(In Loving Memory)
(Best viewed 

with adobe 
acrobat)

Pdf notes, are best viewed 
using adobe acrobat or reader.

"none of them (the dead) will understand”
(those who can only live within the 1st physical reality)

the fallen world

google slide gallery  pdf     combined pdf          

 (What physical reality do you live in?)

Many people say they want to be with Christ, yet are not 
willing to go through the full Christian experience.

    “and He will separate them” Only those who haven’t 
entered yet (into eternal life) will be confused. (click on pic)Never being written into the Book of Life, 

for eternal life living and unlimited 
spiritual growth. He will tell them, 

"I never knew you!!"

Many are also acting like they are in 
fellowship with Christ, but are being helped 
by other spirits instead. He will state to that 
group also,             "I never knew you!!" 

3 degrees of glory 
  (physical realities)

A person already in eternal life, will always be 
working on perfecting their spiritual gifts 

and spiritual knowledge and abilities.

(Limiting this physical reality to them.)

(This also distorts their anticipated future reality of receiving eternal life.)

But I will reply, ‘I never knew you. Get away from me, you who break God’s laws.’ 
Matthew 7:23

Must “seek” in order to find the 2nd physical reality…..this will 
require continued adjustments until a person finally reaches 
Book of Life levels of consciousness in order to enter into it.

 "My kingdom is not of this realm"
 They (disciples) are not of this world (lower consciousness), just as

I am not of this world. (He's in 5th dimension consciousness)” John 17:16
(Only those who have already entered, will be able to participate in the 3rd reality prophesied to come…)

Those Left Behind after Last and Final Judgment

For those still waiting on the 2nd coming......read on.
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Such people do not comprehend and cannot understand, for He has shut their eyes so they cannot see (the blind), and their minds so they cannot understand (the spiritually dead).Isaiah 44:18(they have not surrendered into their tribulations (initiations) in order to receive the gift of the Holy Spirit and therefore remain prioritized into their present dramas instead.) As they work their way through their tribulations while being focused on them, they increase their spiritual energy level allowing them to "see"........healing the blind.Those who are already in eternal life, have had many lifetimes that they have used to increase their consciousness levels. Once they have been returned to their previous levels after their tribulation period (the living), they would of course understand scripture more than those who remain below Book of Life levels of consciousness.
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Comment
“Now it appears this struggle is going to culminate in a new birth, a third reality.”Excerpt from Lucifer ExperimentThere are many people calling themselves Christians, who are not pursuing salvation into Heaven, but are only practicing the lower teachings of Christ. That will not be enough to enter into New Jerusalem (in the clouds of higher consciousness), that is promised for those who surrender fully into the process. They will continue to think that Heaven will occur after physical life, for those who are worthy. They remain within their darkness of life. Not understanding how to get through the ascension stage of human development. The truth is that every soul goes back into the spiritual realm at their achieved consciousness level, once they leave their body, with other souls who also resonate within those same boundaries. Those who are already within eternal life (lives) parameters, enter into higher consciousness (heaven) during their lifetime, after Christ brings them back to their previous levels, to continue in their spiritual growth. The ultimate free will choice for those living a human life, the second reality, “but none of them, those outside of eternal life, will understand.”1st physical reality lived by all - lower consciousness, fallen state of consciousness2nd physical reality lived by those reaching Book of Life levels of Consciousness - higher consciousness - ascension levels3rd physical reality is also within the new earth, a combination from the other two levels of consciousness - highest level of human consciousness - Heaven"Heaven" is obtained during a physical life. Once a person leaves their physical body, they return into the spirit (non-physical) realm at whatever consciousness levels they have obtained, with other non physical entities who also resonate within those same levels. Those who didn't achieve 5th dimension Christ consciousness, will not be in unison with Jesus, and should not expect to share in His spirit world part of the universe after physical life also.  They would have needed to have His relationship in the afterlife found on earth after 1st physical reality death was done. 
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Guide for the renewal period, to aid in understanding and 
reaching the necessary Christian levels needed to 

advance into the Millennium

His disciples said to Him,

"When will the resurrection of 
the dead come about,

... and when will the 
new world come?"

He said to them, "What you look 
forward to has already come,

.... but you do not recognize it."

... and joining those who are already there, 

   (start       of summary section)  
last edit  3/12/23 

(Must be at Book of Life levels of consciousness 
to continue into the Millennium)

"And they were oblivious, until the flood came and 
swept them all away.” (end of the age)

Every soul will be given the opportunity to correct this if wanted. 

 ascended Christians.

Last judgment, is meant to dismiss those who are still not ready, from entering into the 
Millennium period with Christ to work on higher spiritual goals with others.

(those living within the 2nd physical reality, having   graduated                    out of the fallen state, 1st physical reality) 

“Work Hard to enter the narrow door to   God’s Kingdom, for many will try to enter   But Will Fail." Luke 13:24 

Running out of the necessary time needed to reach eternal life (lives). 

    Many  more  won't  even  try at  all.  (click for 2 groups slide)

“… and He will separate them…” (click)

This includes those “Christians in name only”. “They worship me in vain; their teachings are merely 
human rules. (by unevolved souls)” Matthew 15:9
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At end times, people will be mixed together within the two separated realities (those 
separated by Christ into eternal life, and those left behind since they are not ready yet). Best 
to figure out which one you are actually in, and make the appropriate change if wanted 
before it’s too late ………

”                                 

Two groups at end of age 
(550-1000) sheep – living 

goats – dead (0-549) 
click for visual  

So let’s be blunt and honest. Those who don’t understand what “Heaven” is within Biblical 
perspective and a physical human life, have not entered yet into the Kingdom!! It really is 
that simple!! Without adjustments within a physical life, that group should expect to be, and 
will be, left behind, regardless of what titles and/or affiliations they have labeled themselves 
on earth. They will not see nor experience Heaven, which is being raised into the Kingdom 
during a physical life, with all of the Biblical promises occurring while in body!! Those who 
have participated in the first resurrection. 

It has been this way for thousands of years for those living and expanding their spiritual experiences, the 
“living”. End times only puts a final time-frame for those who have never “entered”, the “dead”. The Bible 
is a handbook for physical life. A person is reborn, in order to experience and expand their spiritual body 
and spiritual capabilities. This is what is considered “working on your glorified body”. A person is separated 
and brought into the Kingdom to have the space and time to do that, away from the others who just want 
material world experiences only. A person is meant to perfect their spiritual gift given at rebirth. If they 
don’t even know what it is, or don’t care to expand their knowledge around it,  then of course they 
don’t really want to work with Christ. 

The majority will stay at infant levels of Spirit only, never really advancing and being saved. Turning their back 
on Christ, by not completing the process of salvation, they will not advance.  Why would a person think they are a 
part of the Church, when they don't have a spiritual gift to share within the Kingdom? They are still just part of the 
gentiles' group. The major differences between a fallen world, and an ascended spiritual world. They will not 
believe they are not really Christians, and will defend their positions until physical death, when He will say, ‘But I 
never knew you!’. It’s useless to argue with these folks, their demise is by their personal individual choice 
alone. Those refusing to seek, will never find the Kingdom. They might have found a side road or two 
around the complex, but never entered into the main structure nor into eternal life (lives).   This group is easily 
identifiable, they are still waiting for Christ to return.

‘…But because you are not My sheep, you refuse to believe.  My sheep listen to 
My voice; I know them, and they follow Me. I give them eternal life, and they will 
never perish. No one can snatch them out of My hand.…’John 10:27″

The Unbelief 
of the Jews 
(the dead)

'Do not think that I have come to bring peace on the earth; I have not come to 
bring peace, but conflict [of division between belief and unbelief and what 
actually constitutes those who are in the Book of The Living].' Matthew 10:34

'However, only those whose names are written in the Book of Life 
can enter and stay in this place (physical Heaven).' (Revelation 21:27)
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“Do not try to work together as equals 
with unbelievers (including those who 
mistakenly only think they are followers 
and speak as if they are – a person must be 
at levels to tell the actual differences), for it 
cannot be done. How can right and wrong 
be partners? How can light and darkness 
live together?” 2 Corinthians 6:14

Don’t be fooled by those participating in public displays. This is still just a lower 
consciousness engagement by those below Book of Life levels of consciousness. 
“When you pray, don’t be like the hypocrites who love to pray publicly on street 
corners (sporting events, schools, etc.) and in the synagogues where everyone can 
see them. (That group is also very vocal about knowing Christian values and Christ, 
yet by their actions, give away their actual levels that are far below anything close to 
eternal life requirements. As Christ stated strongly, you must separate away from 
them!!) I tell you the truth, that is all the reward they will ever get.” Matthew 6:5

“But when you pray, go into your inner room, shut your door, and pray to your 
Father, who is  unseen. And your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will 
reward you.…                                                                                                                Matthew 6:6

”                                 

Do not give divine blessings (those gifts given to Christ’s Disciples) to those who 
haven’t earned them…. And Jesus answered and said to them, “Render to Caesar the 
things that are Caesar’s (only those obligations made within the lower world and 
that group of people), and to God the things that are God’s (keep those items 
within the upper world (2nd and 3rd physical realities) with other true believers).”      

Mark 12:17

Returning to the Spirit realm, after a physical life is finished, is a completely 
different experience, which most people mistake as “Heaven”.

“For this reason, you also must be ready, because the Son of 
Man will come at an hour you do not expect.” Matthew 24:44

The 1st reality group will not be spiritually aware enough 
to recognize end times……. they don’t even know that a 

2nd physical reality exists, much less a 3rd reality.
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”                                 

“And so the Lord says, “You must leave them and separate yourselves from them. 
Have nothing to do with what is unclean, and I will accept you.” 2 Corinthians 6:17

(Christians are here to help other Christians. Helping gentiles will only provide 
positive karma, but will not help a person enter into the Kingdom.)

If you are not in eternal life, then you must start 
making adjustments to figure out why. 
Otherwise, be content while you are being left 
behind in the lower 1st physical reality only.

But I have other sheep that are not from this sheep pen (they might not call 
themselves Christians, but they will know who I am) ; I must bring them also, and 
they will listen to my voice. Then there will be one flock, one shepherd.        John 10:16

There is but one Body of Christ. The teachings from the false prophet church, have misled many to 
believe they are a part of it. Yet they cannot explain accurately how to enter into the Book of Life, 
saying it is only a matter of faith. It is more than just speech, it is the full completion of an 
individual faith walk until the ascension change takes place (full tribulation) into eternal life.

“You must leave them and separate yourselves from them.” 
(Or you will be left behind with them for eternity)

“Awake, you who sleep, Arise from the dead (out of the 1st physical 
reality), And Christ will give you light (into the 2nd and 3rd physical 

realities).” Ephesians 5:14

Again He said to them, “I am going away. Then you will try to find me, but 
you will die in your sins (remaining within lower consciousness levels – 1st 
physical reality only). Where I am going (higher consciousness – Book of Life 
levels of consciousness), it is impossible for you to come (if you physically die 
first before reaching 5th dimension consciousness).”                         John 8:21

Many old souls who haven’t incarnated for awhile, have agreed to come back during 
this end time period to help evolve the earth into the Millennium, so that those 
deciding to ascend will have a physical place that is comfortable for them to live in. 
This adjustment will cause quite a bit of friction since those not wanting to change will 
fight it with everything they have (Armageddon). The problem with that lower 
consciousness group is that they are not aware of how to really keep this from 
happening.

A sincere Christian must seek, seek, seek, through their tribulation period to find ascension.
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A major part of this group consists of those who truly think and believe 
they are actual Christians. They stopped their walk with Christ getting stuck 
within one of the lower tests and have never made it past the lower levels, and 
unfortunately have stopped actually trying to progress past those levels. A 
partial and incomplete tribulation!! In fact, this will just be a useless effort on 
their part since the evolving world will occur with or without them anyway. An 
ascended earth, can only hold ascended souls, so those others who are not 
wanting that experience, will never understand the group that is going through 
their transition period. They cannot understand higher levels of consciousness, 
and can only understand their current level of achievement only. Some are 
manifesting their goals by only understanding partial spiritual laws, given by 
false prophets and teachers. They will eventually fail of course. Don’t worry 
about that group, and those who have no desire for any type of spiritual 
experiences, it’s by their choice and free will not to fully ascend. Actual 
Christians are here to help other sincere Christians make it into eternal life…
leave the others on their own, to decide where they want to end up. 

Thank God for allowing a permanent separation to occur, so that each group can have experiences that are 
suitable for their very different ways of living physical lives. It boils down to those living within God’s required 
laws (higher consciousness souls – in eternal life) and those doing whatever they feel like doing (lower 
consciousness souls). Souls living their free will, in free will worlds (Heaven and Hell). 

This end of age ascension process, will also cause the anticipated wealth change within the world, since those 
deciding to evolve and ascend, must first give up everything to follow Christ (including wealth). Then they will 
be tested during their tribulation which once accepted into eternal life, will then proceed back into increased 
wealth as promised in scripture (Matthew 19:29 -“And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or 
father or mother or wife or children or fields for my sake will receive a hundred times as much and will 
inherit eternal life.”). This wealth redistribution will occur if one chooses this as part of their tribulation goal. 
Others deciding not to follow actual scripture, are doomed to fail, since they really don’t understand what 
heaven within spiritual understanding actually is. There are many who call themselves teachers and leaders, 
who are instructing that everyone already has been written into the Book of Life, not needing to do anything 
else. Since they have never entered themselves, they are leading many people seeking for instruction, down a 
doomed path far below Jesus’ teachings while keeping them out of the Kingdom. They are all still stuck at 
infant levels of Spirit, never being written into The Book. They received, and are currently receiving 
abundance while claimimg it in the name of Christ, before becoming righteous, thinking Jesus is providing a 
blessing, without realizing the true source for this income. These contributions are not helping anyone into 
the Kingdom and unity consciousness in any way. This deception/ignorance must be recognized and 
separation must occur from those groups or a person will never enter into “Heaven”.  Otherwise, they will 
remain within the lower world teachings only, with all the others who are also stuck in that 1st physical 
reality understanding. Outside of actual salvation versus the meaningless teachings by unevolved souls.

(click for gif)

“These people left our 
churches, but they never really 
belonged with us; otherwise 
they would have stayed with 
us. When they left, it proved 
that they did not belong with 
us.” 1 John 2:19

"But many that are first shall be last; and the last shall be first." Matthew 19:30 King James 
"But many who are the greatest now will be least important then, and those who seem least 

important now will be the greatest then." Matthew 19:30 New Living Translation

(Those who have left the traditional religious services to mature their spiritual advancement by experiencing 
the 2nd and 3rd physical realities, will be the first to enter. Those believing themselves to be righteous, by 
attending services, tithing, and doing “good works“, will be the last. But only if they pursue how to seek into 
the actual Christ realm. Otherwise, they will just be part of the 2/3rds left behind.)
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“For I tell you that unless your righteousness (knowledge and acts) exceeds that of the Pharisees and the 
teachers of the law (religious leaders stuck in their 1st physical reality, never having reached Book of Life 
levels), you will certainly not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven.” Matthew 5:20

3 degrees of glory

“So let us stop going over the basic teachings about Christ again and again (1st physical 
reality - just reciting scripture over and over). Let us go on instead and become mature in 
our understanding (2nd and 3rd physical realities - spiritually manifesting life). 

Surely we don’t need to start again with the fundamental importance of repenting from 
dead works and placing our faith in God.” Hebrews 6:1

The “Dead” (1st reality only) vs those who are “Living” (2nd reality)

A person performing their spiritual service will be 
far different than what they probably did while in 
their lower consciousness life. The work is usually 
around their spiritual gift that was given at 
rebirth, and meant to be perfected on during 
their tribulation period. But again, the “dead”, will 
not understand why a person is doing that work 
while also not understanding the need to increase 
into Book of Life levels of consciousness in order 
to ascend. This is the actual persecution of 
Christians. Other life challenges are just regular 
crimes on others within the fallen world only.

Do people really think that after 
Christ promised eternal life for his 
true disciples, that people haven’t 
already entered into it in over 
2,000 years…..therefore, you too 
must be ready, before last and 
final judgment locks that door and 
stops any further opportunity to 
enter into eternal life experiences. 
THOSE LEFT BEHIND!!…

      click on pic to enlarge.

“For I will take you out of the nations 
(lower consciousness levels – 1st physical 
reality); I will gather you from all the 
countries and bring you back into your own 
land (Heaven) – 2nd physical reality and for 
the more advanced, the 3rd physical reality.”

 Ezekiel 36:24

“What sorrow awaits you teachers of religious 
law and you Pharisees. Hypocrites! For you shut 
the door of the Kingdom of Heaven in people’s 

faces. You won’t go in yourselves, and you 
don’t let others (those worshiping with you) 

enter either.” Matthew 23:13

(Keeping all of them, in the 1st physical reality only)

“Beware of false prophets who come 
disguised as harmless sheep but are really 
vicious wolves.(They preach that all you need 
to do is say the sinners prayer, and you are 
now saved, are a part of the Kingdom, and 
awaiting eternal life after physical death in a 
place called Heaven. This false teaching is 
keeping that whole group stuck in Hell, 
lifetime after lifetime. Doing evil’s work by 
not allowing people into proper Book of Life 
levels needed for true entry.)” Matthew 7:15

"There are many believers (in infant spirit levels only-never completing ascension), especially converts from Judaism, who are rebellious. 
They speak nonsense and deceive people.' Titus 1:10 (Some souls remain the same no matter how many lifetimes lived through to advance.)

Those calling themselves Christians, who are still waiting for Christ to return, will be waiting for 
that to happen for their eternity. They will realize once they leave their physical body, that they 
would have needed to seek their salvation while still on the physical playing field of earth, to 
experience what the Bible has to offer. They are in Hell, since they never obtained Book of Life 
levels and eternal life, without even recognizing it. After end times concludes, this fallen group 
will forever and for eternity continue to believe the second coming is right around the corner. 
They will have missed the whole process (with their false prophets), and will no longer be able to 
advance after permanent separation takes place. So of course they will reside in Hell with all the 
others choosing to stay below Book of Life levels of consciousness.

End times will be final notice 
for a person to make 
corrections and complete 
ascension. Otherwise, ‘Lord, 
open up to us!’ but it will be 
too late!!

Major 
differences 
exist 
between the 
1st vs 2nd 
physical 
realities.
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Let’s be very clear about being raised during end 
times into eternal life by Christ. He does this through 
the process of tribulation meant to increase a 
person’s consciousness into Book of Life levels that is 
needed in order to enter. Anyone thinking 
differently, will not be allowed into Heaven. This 
tribulation cleansing period is meant to 
understand God’s laws. So you have those already 
in eternal life, living within these universal 
requirements, and those living each lifetime breaking 
most of these rules that are required for eternal life 
entry. Those not willing to go through this process, 
will probably not actually want to be in the higher 
spiritual world anyway, so they won’t be missing 
anything at this point in time. It’s after the 
permanent separation, that will be the major 
difference. The lower world will be more like the 
past middle ages (brutal and violent), while the 
higher world will be peaceful with all those who have 
entered able to manifest spiritual goals instead of 
living through forced experiences by others. These 
two separated worlds will soon be unrelated to each 
other anymore once permanent separation occurs. 
The lower world will no longer have those who 
helped tip it in a higher direction, making it spiral 
downward now with those left in it. True Hell. 
Uninhabitable except for very low consciousness 
souls to have their physical lives.

Must “seek” in order to find the 2nd physical reality…..this will require continued adjustments 
until a person finally reaches Book of Life levels of consciousness in order to enter into it.

Worlds mixed together at end times. 
Soon to be permanently separated.

2nd and 3rd
realities

1st 
  reality

(click globe)

You must be in Christ to live within the 2nd and 3rd 
physical realities and be part of the new creation. If 
you are not within those realities, then you have not 
been changed, and have not surrendered into the 
proper levels. Not saved. “they shall not see nor 
experience eternal life (lives)”

“I assure you, we tell you what we know and have seen (and experienced), 
and yet you won’t believe our testimony (lifetime after lifetime).” John 3:11

(Maybe end times, will finally get your attention around the process of 
actual spiritual ascension)

“We (are honored to) serve the living and true God.”      1 Thessalonians 1:9
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The Millennium period is meant to give those within the 2nd physical reality, a peaceful spiritual 
experience without all of those who never grew out of their 1st fallen state reality, and their 
lifetime after lifetime of tired excuses as to why. They were never cleansed of their sins and never 
cared enough to learn actual universal laws to adhere by. They don’t realize that of course those in 
higher consciousness are aware of their deficiencies and really don’t care for their continued 
excuses. We were all given enough lifetimes to adapt and learn and ascend, if we really wanted to. 
The bottom third of those not making it into the new earth, shouldn't have any surprises. It's that 
middle group, especially those in the upper part of it, that will end up being surprised after 
physical death. It will be too late for them at that point in time. A little bit of suffering and poverty 
during a lifetime for their ascension, never was allowed by them. They will remain part of the 
2/3rds who perish unless they decide to get serious and follow the process.

They were never fully converted, and therefore, never saved!

This group will 
never experience 
eternal life living 
– 2nd physical

reality….

This is being able to live in a person’s ascended state within eternal understanding and 
lifetime progression, compared to those still in their fallen state living in a sleeper 
state,  unaware of these two very different physical realities. Those in their sleeper mode 
lifetime after lifetime can actually decline spiritually since they are having a hard time just 
navigating through each lifetime. Of course they will not understand how others can 
actually understand higher levels of consciousness, since they cannot. A person must 
seek and understand the role of Spirit, to actually understand physical life, and 
continue into advanced ways of living a human experience.

Those remaining stuck in their 1st physical reality only (lower consciousness), have already 
been left behind, and are already part of  the dead, without even knowing it. They are 

just about out of time for correction before the end of the age completes.

“Those who did not have their name written in the 
          Book of the Living (higher consciousness – 2nd physical reality) 
                  were thrown into the

lake of fire (remained in their 1st physical reality only).”  Rev 20:15

“So God created mankind in his own image (Spirit), in the image of God he created 
them; male and female he created them.” Genesis 1:27

“Then, together with them (out of body Spirits), we who are still alive and remain on 
the earth will be caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air (within higher 

consciousness). Then we will be with the Lord forever.” 1 Thessalonians 4:17
(A person must seek and figure out how this is done, or will miss the second coming completely.)

'I am the good shepherd. I know My sheep and My sheep know Me' john 10:14 multi dimensional consciousness
(They follow through to full completion, by having full faith in Christ through a full tribulation.)

A one on one individual process between a person and Christ only. Matthew 10:34

 ***Body and Spirit made whole ***

They will be 
left behind!
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“Dear friends, if we deliberately continue sinning after we have received knowledge of the truth, there is 
no longer any sacrifice that will cover these sins.” Hebrews 10:26

(This will result in a person’s last and final physical judgment, if changes are not made.)

“and those days will be shortened” 

“to test those who belong to 

this world”

The majority of those calling themselves Christians, will never reach the top 
physical tier to enter into the Kingdom, because they are using their free will to 
bypass the level of surrender needed to get them into Book of Life levels of 
consciousness. Therefore, they have not been cleansed at the levels required to 
fully understand universal laws and will remain at their current level of sin, outside 
of the laws needed for eternal life living, and also outside of the levels that give 
protection for His true disciples already within eternal life.

“Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. 
Over such the second death has no power, but they shall be 

priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a 
thousand years.” Rev 20:6

(Those who have not entered yet, will just sit these 1,000 years out)

“The rest of the dead did not come back to life until the thousand years were complete.” Rev 20:5
The world will be completely different by then…..very uncomfortable for non spiritual souls.

Even after the “dead” come back for their last try after the Millennium, this occurs…

“And they marched up over the broad plain of the earth and 
surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city, but 
fire came down from heaven and consumed them,” Rev 20:9 
(They never understood higher consciousness living 
techniques, that would allow them to make it through these 
life consuming tests for continued physical lives.)

The fire can be by way of health problems, financial 
distress, relationship obstacles and other tests to see 

if a soul can spiritually overcome them…

Michael, the chief of the angels, is the protector of your people, and he will come at a 
time of terrible suffering, the worst in all of history. And your people who have their 
names written in The Book will be protected. (this tier group will understand how this 
will be accomplished) Daniel 12:1

For those who are choosing to keep score only, without fully playing in the actual game…..we 
are towards the end of the first resurrection. There’s still time left before halftime begins…
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“In all of the land, 2/3rds will perish, 
but only 1/3rd will remain“

The Cost of Discipleship

Large crowds were now traveling with Jesus, and He turned and said to them, If 
anyone comes to Me and does not hate his father and mother and wife and children 

and brothers and sisters – yes, even his own life – 
he cannot be My disciple.   Luke 14:26

Unless they surrender and follow completely as stated, including 
separation, they will never reach actual salvation and living in 
eternal life within the 2nd physical reality.  People who continue to 
rely on others during their tribulation, cannot follow to the levels 
that Christ is trying to take them to. Therefore, they really do not 
have actual faith in Christ. They will not be saved since they have 
not reached Book of Life levels of consciousness. This doesn’t mean 
that they are not good people, it just means that they are not at 
levels to enter into eternal life. A person that reaches this top 
physical tier will know without any doubt, and will then start 
working on other spiritual goals. This process does involve faith 
and devotion for completion.

       “For many will try to enter, but will fail.” 

Never being able to live within eternal life requirements.

    Only those at Book of Life levels will enter.
 Others who haven't reached these levels during a    
   physical life, will just not be able to understand.

"For when they rise out from the dead, neither do they marry, nor are given 
in marriage; but they are like angels in the heavens."
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Many of those who are deciding to exist at very low levels of 
poverty and society, are choosing this in their life. Jesus supports 
these groups by providing them with the basic necessities of life 
(food and shelter) with others who are choosing to serve these 
groups by volunteering and working for these non profits. People 
within these causes, have almost always surrendered into levels that 
start the salvation process, both workers and recipients. 

They mistakenly believe that they have already been saved, but like 
all other professions and industries, will remain below Book of Life 
levels of consciousness unless they complete the full process of 
ascension. Christ will always give His True Followers abundance and 
the tools to get there for those completing their tribulation period. 
Many people are choosing to stay at these poverty levels 
throughout their life, while also not getting into eternal life, missing 
the opportunity that was given them during their periods of 
suffering. End Times will weed out all souls who cannot exist at Book 
of Life levels or greater. It is a perfect system for those paying 
attention.

** An important note ** 

Then Jesus said, “Come to me, all of you who are weary and carry heavy 
burdens, and I will give you rest.” Matthew 11:28

Those who think they can ascend without growing into it 
properly, just won’t make it. It’s just a matter of time on when 
they fall out. Now or later…….. it will only get more painful the 
longer they go without spiritually advancing. The fire will only 
get worse and worse for that group until they either 
succumb to it, or surrender into the ascension process fully, 
in order to gain consciousness and get through it into 
eternal life. (click on pic)

You too must be ready….or else.

This must be made into an experience, and not just a concept for 
people to be written into The Book of Life.

A person can read all about higher levels of consciousness and the 5th 
dimension Christ realm, but unless it is actually experienced, then it is still only 
a concept. Similar to reading about astronauts and space travel, doesn't make 
you one, unless you complete the full training to do so. A tribulation period 
asking and seeking for that full experience, is the way to accomplish that. Don't 
be mistaken, this is an individual experience that requires separation from 
others.
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A person already in eternal life, will always be working on perfecting their 
spiritual gifts and spiritual knowledge and abilities.

Other
 Gods

“As for anyone who hears My words and does not keep them, I do not judge him. For I 
have not come to judge the world, but to save the world.” John 12:47

Those not completing their full tribulation into salvation (the 2nd physical reality), will not be 
raised once they decide to turn their back and stop their walk with Christ. "none of them were 
of us" 1 John 2:19   Just saying that a person is a Christian, has no real meaning if a person 
hasn’t entered during their physical life. A person must seek until written into the Book of Life. 
A person isn’t a college graduate if they dropped out with 3 credits left in order to graduate. 
A true disciple completes the process into eternal life just like any other full experience found 
on earth. That’s why many will be saved during the Great Tribulation, because they finally took 
the time to understand what is needed to get into “Heaven“, and made adjustments in their 
life to do it.

“All day long I have held out My hands to an obstinate people who walk in 
the wrong path, who follow their own imaginations”      

Isaiah 65:2

“Don’t be afraid of what you are about to suffer. The devil will throw some of you into 
prison (lowest levels of consciousness) to test you. You will suffer for ten days. But if you 
remain faithful even when facing death, I will give you the crown of life.” Revelation 2:10 
(A person must complete their full tribulation or has failed the test into eternal life.)

“But don’t begin until you count the cost (cost of discipleship). For who would begin 
construction of a building without first calculating the cost to see if there is enough 
money (sincerity and time) to finish it? Otherwise, you might complete only the 
foundation (staying at infant levels only) before running out of money (energy and 
time), and then everyone would laugh at you. ‘This man could not finish what he 
started to build. (never reached eternal life levels of consciousness like the many 
others who are already in it – we know who you are of course.)”   Luke 14:28-30

No reason to argue. Each 
of us are deciding on our    

 own life experiences. 
          Choose wisely!!

For those who are not willing to put in the effort and time to increase their spiritual level 
advancement, the Christian route will not be a route beneficial for you. It will not accomplish 
anything near what most believe will occur upon physical death. People really need to seek 
and understand the differences between living in “Heaven” (from the Biblical perspective), 
versus living back in the Spirit realm once a physical body is shed. At least seek far enough to 
stop fooling yourself on what will happen after a physical life takes place.

The righteous and wicked are to remain in the earth together. The righteous are not to exterminate the wicked (even though 
they could easily because of their much higher spiritual levels). The evil will do a good enough job eliminating themselves 
without further help from others anyway. The evil (lower consciousness – living in 1st physical reality) and the good (higher 
consciousness – living in 2nd and 3rd physical realities) will be mixed until judgment day. Then all shall be gathered at the 
throne of judgment. The righteous (those who are at the Book of Life resonance and above) shall inherit the kingdom. Those 
below the necessary levels to continue, will be dismissed from this higher consciousness world (Heaven). What has 
previously been known as “The future coming of the kingdom of God”, which is now available during end times. A person 
enters during physical life. Those who have entered, know without any doubts. Only those who have not entered, will be 
confused. This results in Their Last Judgment (those below Book of Life levels of consciousness that is needed to continue).

“I never knew You!”
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“When the master of the house has locked the door, it will 
be too late. You will stand outside (3rd dimension 
consciousness) knocking and pleading, Lord, Lord, open 
to us, and He answering will say to you, I have not known 
you from where you are.” (They had remained in their 1st 
physical reality only) Luke 13:25

"And the many who sleep in the dust shall be awakened, 
these to eternal life (2nd and 3rd physical realities), and the 
others to loss and to the shame of their companions for 
their eternity (remaining in the 1st physical reality only – 
separated for eternity from ascended family and friends)."    

  Daniel 12:2

“For all that is secret will eventually be brought into the open, and everything that is 
concealed will be brought to light and made known to all.” Luke 8:17 

"I never knew You!" 

Everyone has until their last mixed together physical lifetime to reach Book of Life 
levels of consciousness. Those who stopped early, or were happy enough living in 
the lower consciousness world only, will have exhausted all of their time given to 
reach eternal life (lives). “and then the end (of the old age) will come.” This will 
bring permanent separation between the two groups.

After the period of time for entry has been shut, there will be no way to enter into the 
higher consciousness world. Every soul who has lived a life on earth, will be given their last 
and final judgment during this end time period. This will be an individual choice to make. 
No one is making an actual judgment against anyone else. Christ only helps people into 
Book of Life levels, and how to be able to live within that world. Salvation by fully following 
Christ. No one will be able to blame anyone else for not making it in, except for each 
individual alone, and their decision not to have that full and complete experience.

“The rich man replied, ‘No, Father Abraham! But if someone is sent to them from the dead (1st physical reality), 
then they will repent of their sins and turn to God.’ Luke 16:30

Then Abraham said to him, ‘If they do not listen to Moses and the prophets, they will not be persuaded even if 
someone rises from the dead  (into the 2nd and 3rd physical realities).’ "Luke 16:31

(They are individually using their free will to remain in Hell – 1st physical reality only, regardless of testimony)

At least to those who are sincere and dedicated towards their spiritual growth and 
advancement. Only those choosing not to know, or those who continue to follow 

a wrong path probably due to lack of proper surrendering, will be left in the dark.
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A person will either raise their spiritual energy levels to be able to reside within higher consciousness or they won't. The energy changes required of this will take a full tribulation for the necessary change. Just going through an unfocused tribulation will not do it, since a person is not actually learning anything by it but bitterness and negativity.Those also staying within the lower world structure and trying to fit themselves into it spiritually, will also remain at lower consciousness, just within the higher zones of it. People will need to determine where they want to remain after last judgment will put them there, since it really is determined individually by each person.My belief is that at some point in time when the world continued to decrease from the intended garden of Eden into the fallen world , many souls decided to stop having physical lives within this planet when it was just so brutal and fearful. Really, just why do that. So it was determined that a separate way of splitting those groups had to be established, thus the prophecy of Jesus and His Kingdom during a cycle that would support the change. That way, there would still be a physical option available for those sincere enough to accomplish the lessons required for the change, redeeming those who tried this world but didn't really want to stay within it. Those returning into their previous state would understand that unless the spiritual change occurs, the others truly would need to stay in the lower consciousness world among themselves and their manifestations. This includes loved ones that must learn their lessons on their own, within their own time, regardless to how hard it is to watch and allow this. Many tried to help over the years, but unless an individual seeks past their current consciousness level, they cannot accept any help believing their personal level is the only correct way. At some point, the required cycle passes, and the ending point takes place which coincides with last judgment and final separation.  This then allows the peaceful higher consciousness world to exist in the opposite duality way, as intended and allowing free will to exist in both places. There will still be many levels within each group, with the lower consciousness group having murderers, thieves, and even different spiritual levels of people and their abilities, just all of those within lower energy levels.The higher consciousness group will be manifesting peacefully, which will take away all of those fear type related problems. That will allow them to concentrate on spiritual ways of changing reality and basing their goals around  that structure as compared to just trying to counterbalance the negative manifestations of others, since those won't exist at that level. Once that higher group is separated and that energy level is quite a bit higher within that group, it is possible that the overall energy level will continue to increase allowing many things to manifest that are not anywhere close to the present person's ability to comprehend within this lower world's overall capabilities. By experiencing the quantum change during life, there is a taste to what that future within that group could possibly be from using those higher spiritual energy levels." Very truly I tell you, whoever believes in me will do the works I have been doing, and they will do even greater things than these."I will bring them back home to their own land of Israel (New Jerusalem - higher consciousness) from among the peoples and nations. I will feed them on the mountains (higher consciousness - 5th dimension reality) of Israel and by the rivers and in all the places where people live (within consciousness and not a physical place).Ezekiel 34:13
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“But be doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves.” James 1:22

(ascension is an actual experience, and is not something that is meant to be read about in books only)

They died to their lower consciousness life, to live in their ascended state instead, raised by Christ by completing 
their full tribulation during physical life.

Separated from those soon to be eternally dismissed.
Will co create their new life during this period of rest.

In the futurist view of Christian eschatology, the Great Tribulation is a relatively short period of time 
where everyone will experience worldwide hardships, persecution, disasters, famine, war, pain, and 
suffering, which will affect all of creation, and precede judgment of all when the Second Coming takes place. 
Some pre tribulationists believe that those who choose to follow God will be raptured before the tribulation, 
and thus escape it. (Those already in eternal life will have already gone through their tribulation period. They 
are just watching as end times unfolds in front of them.) On the other hand, post tribulationists believe 
Christians who are alive at the time of the Great Tribulation must endure the Great Tribulation and will 
receive great blessings. (They will be on earth living in their co created manifestation while watching others 
who are dropping out of the world or who are choosing to try to ascend before time runs out on them.)

“and those days will be shortened” …….. “to test those who belong to this world”

Therefore,

“You too, MUST BE READY.”.............(so you are not LEFT BEHIND)

(Those still saying that they are rapture ready…..really aren’t, since they still have not been raised into the Book of Life)
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“Although they claimed to be wise, they became fools” Romans 1:22

Those who are placing way too much emphasis in physical beings and their 
perceived power without realizing how limited these souls are within their own 
karmic actions. Compare this to the higher spiritual group that realizes that all 
experiences originate outside of this plane for each person’s individual growth if 
chosen correctly. Those who decide to live within those higher rules knowing the 
protection that is given from that level during each life, for those choosing not to 
waste a physical life.

We are all spiritual beings first, only currently experiencing a human life. So our spiritual part of this combination will 
always be far greater than the physical and intellectual parts. God created humans in His own image of Spirit. We are 
meant to advance lifetime after lifetime by increasing our spiritual (glorified) bodies. Those souls going through each 
lifetime without progressing forward in any meaningful way, will not be missed once permanent separation takes place. 
Their dramas only distract others from experiencing a full human life and all of the advanced capabilities found in a 
physical structure. “Heaven”, compared to those remaining in Hell.

“They (disciples) don’t belong to this (lower) world, and neither do I.” John 17:16

Once end times concludes, any imbalances within the physical world will adjust back to natural perfection since 
2/3rds of the inhabitants will no longer exist within it. The third that will continue, will have the spiritual 

knowledge and abilities to exist within the planet with God’s original intent for the world. Ascended souls 
within an ascended earth. Heaven.

“But (of course), none of Them (the dead), will understand” Daniel 12:10

(They will soon enough be stuck in their own separated physical world, never to bother the “living” again!)

During end times, both physical worlds will exist together, but only those 
who have “entered” will have full access between the two. These are not 
parallel worlds, but are full duality worlds at extreme opposites. If you are 
not living within both worlds, then you only have lower access only(1st 
physical reality – lake of fire), and will remain there after full separation 
occurs. So decide whether you believe suffering through a full tribulation is 
worth it for you. Eternal physical life between either “Heaven”, or “Hell“.

For those still waiting on Christ to return, good luck with that. He has already been bringing His 
Church into His world.

“Many will be purged, purified (cleansed) and refined, but the wicked will behave wickedly 
(including not being open to spiritual truth). None of the wicked shall understand, but those who 

are [spiritually] wise will understand.”
Daniel 12:10

(end of summary section)

(click pic)

"....for many will try to enter (into Heaven and eternal life), but will fail." Luke 13:24
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“and Your people will 
be protected”

"For as the body without the 
spirit is dead, so faith 
without works is dead also."   

James 2:26

"But keep on the alert at all times, praying that you may have strength to escape all 
these things that are about to take place, and to stand before the Son of Man." 

Luke 21:36

Faith by completing a full focused 
tribulation…Good works only, do 
not make us acceptable to God

Everyone is tested during tribulation 
to see if they are actual believers.

(This part cannot be faked)
a person is either at Book of Life levels 

of consciousness, or they are not "The foolish ones said to the wise ones, 
'Give us some of your oil. Our lamps 

are going out.'

(click 

pic)

(click)
 "And in all the land, declares the 

LORD, two-thirds will be cut off and 
perish, but a third will be left in it."

"You too, MUST BE READY."

A new age means a new transition into different ways to live life. Adjustments for that to occur must 
happen for this change. Those who have not assimilated the new energies found within an ascending 
earth, by increasing their spiritual body, will run into reality problems that won’t make rational sense 
to those at higher consciousness levels. They have reached the point that doesn’t allow their current 
consciousness level to understand how to live within the higher realms which is now available within 
this part of the maturing cycle. This current period is allowing both worlds to exist together for a 
short amount of time, to allow everyone their individual choice on how to live their physical lives. They 
will have only until the end of their current physical life, to raise their spiritual consciousness levels to 
the proper levels (Book of Life) in order to reach eternal life. 

Otherwise, they will be left behind.

Some making it to purgatory levels will be allowed one last chance after the Millennium to reach 
eternal levels, as well as some of those who have helped others during their tribulation, although 
prophecy makes it clear, unless changed by then, they will not advance. They are allowed to stay as 
they are, not realizing that they are choosing eternal Hell, and will be separated from all the others in 
“Heaven” – higher consciousness. It doesn’t matter at that point, what they have previously labeled 
themselves (religious affiliations, spiritual, atheist, agnostic, or whatever), since only those who have 
been “cleansed” through a full completed tribulation will be allowed to enter. But always remember, 
those at lower levels of consciousness will not believe it. “None of them, will understand.” 

 You must "test the spirits" 

Those not ready will not be able to continue through their given challenges and tests,      
resulting in their final judgment. Being dismissed from physical life in "Heaven".

Therefore,

(so you are not LEFT BEHIND)

We are in the 
renewal period 
for spiritual 
understanding 
once again. 
Pay attention!!
    Don't be    
     misled!!

For that group, that doesn’t understand, it won’t matter after this 
lifetime anyway, since they will no longer be able to bother those 
choosing to ascend into the new earth’s reality. They have either 
chosen to follow a lower consciousness spirit since they don’t know 
how to discern properly, or just are too lazy or naive to expand their 
consciousness. Either way, they will leave earth without reaching the 
levels required to reach “Heaven”. A person is either ready, or not.

ppsx

To continue into the Millennium, a person must be at 
physical consciousness levels that allows them to live 
within a higher spiritual world. This is a requirement 
that is tested during a person's last judgment, to see if 
they can continue. Only those who are prepared, and 
can live by spiritual methods, will be able to continue 
during this period of prophetic time.

(Since they are already at Book 
of Life levels of consciousness.)

(Best viewed   
 with adobe 
   acrobat)
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“Separate yourselves from among them (the dead), and I will receive you” 2 Corinthians 6:17(Christ will give people who truly follow Him, a new spiritual life to be used to further His Kingdom. Those who are not helping people into higher consciousness levels, are still not in it.)“The man who strays from the path of understanding, will end up in the company of the dead.” Proverbs 21:16(birds of a feather……. a person is either in lower or higher consciousness.) Each will have many different ranges within those 2 major categories.A person who wants to live within the higher spiritual world, once permanent separation takes place, must already be living their life in that way during their physical life. That means separation from the the other “dead” souls and their “dead” ways of living in that lower world. Christ will show them the proper way to live in that spiritual life, by bringing items into their life to see the many injustices and immoral ways found in a fallen state world. A person will then need to make adjustments to move past those tests. This might mean separation, job loss, income loss, etc, in order to continue in the surrendering and following process. This is done over and over as a person increases their consciousness levels. All of these challenges will have scripture related verses to help in the process, with the higher level verses that leads a person out of the lower world and into salvation. So this will take years for the process to complete. A sincere person should start the process, once they understand that this is the cleansing period way of life into the higher realms. Those only moving past the easier tests, will get what they want at some point, but will not increase consciousness levels into the higher realms.After their tribulation is finished, they will either follow in the way that was shown (a 5th dimension consciousness), or will decide to go back to their old ways of living life (within a 3rd dimension consciousness). There will always be websites promoting this, and testifying to higher scripture truths, that will exist out in the world so that everyone will be able to make their personal decision around these two very different worlds. Everyone will have a chance to either cleanse themselves into higher consciousness, or dismiss this believing that it is not the way for them to go. They should understand that this personal choice will also be their decision to either follow or not follow Christ into salvation. So a person will either proceed into the Millennium in the proper way shown to them, or will be told by Christ after physical life, “I never knew You“.Beware of Antichrists18Children, it is the last hour; and just as you have heard that the Antichrist is coming, so now many Antichrists (false prophets) have appeared. This is how we know it is the last hour. 19They went out from us, but they did not belong to us. For if they had belonged to us, they would have remained with us. But their departure (a partial tribulation, or none at all) made it clear that none of them (those still in their fallen state) belonged to us. 20You, however, have an anointing from the Holy One, and all of you know the truth.… 1 John 2:18-20Go to https://eternalphysicallife.wordpress.com/ for links and the summary website.Go to https://sammytrust.wordpress.com/ for a more detailed website concerning these topics.

This could easily be the reason for many mental disorder problems. A person in any spiritual following that doesn't increase their consciousness levels in unison with their new practices. In an ascending earth, they will also mentally not be able to adjust within the higher energies of that reality (world), and will also become mentally challenged. As they move forward, they are still rationalizing by using their intellect instead of increasing in their spiritual energy which is required for balance continued life in a higher spiritual and peaceful reality.

During the end times period, the two different groups of humans (those spiritually resurrected and those still in their fallen nature) will start diverging from each other. This will start causing problems within the old world structure. This change is part of the overall plan for testing those who are able to continue into the new earth, versus those who are not, or just don't care to. The spiritually resurrected group will stay firm in their beliefs, since they have already been shown the way to proceed through their challenges and still remain within the earth. At this point, even if they decide to leave during this time, they will just return during the Millennium period to continue on. The requirement is to reach Book of Life levels. So for those who are conscious enough to understand where their overall consciousness levels are in relation to eternal life levels, are good to go and to continue in their growth and experiences.The other group, that has not met those requirements are not conscious enough to understand, and are only trying to intellectually go back to their old way of living. They will not be able to continue into the new earth. This last physical judgment will dismiss them from eternal life, and if they have any further lives, that world will be at very low levels of consciousness, and will be very violent and brutal. The lowest levels of humans will probably still want to live in that world, but most decent souls will choose to stop having any additional physical lives. So don't be so naive to think that the two different worlds will not exist. The higher consciousness world will exist for those who are quite aware of all of the other opportunities out in the universe, while the lower consciousness world will exist with people who will always think that they are alone.Every soul on earth during end times, will have challenges to see whether they can survive in a higher spiritual world, or whether they just cannot live among universal laws meant to allow higher souls to have lives that expand their consciousness levels. For those who decide to complete their full tribulation, they will have unlimited future physical lives to test out what a physical being can spiritually accomplish. For that other group, "none of them will understand" Daniel 12:10 "Once the owner of the house gets up and closes the door, you will stand outside (in your 3rd dimension consciousness) knocking and pleading, 'Sir, open the door for us.' "But he will answer, 'I don't know you or where you come from.'" Luke 13:25



To live within the upper ranges of humanity, a person must make this process into an experience, instead of 
just something read about. It does require devotion. Just like a person who devotes full time work, in 
order to get full time pay, it is no different in a spiritual endeavor. You get out what you put into it. A partial 
effort will only yield partial results as would rationally be expected in any experience found on earth. No 
effort, of course results in no consciousness gain. For those wanting to remain in their 3rd dimensional life, 
that is fine, but don't mistake the fact that the Christ realm is in 5th dimension consciousness. So a 3rd 
dimensional life is outside of the life that Christ has spoken of in the Bible except for basic karma principles. 
There will be other spiritual families with some of their members also at 5th dimension levels who are also 
working on their spiritual growth. There will be unique differences between these different families due to 
their different mastery concerning universal laws and their own individual consciousness levels within it.

Those cleansed through their tribulation period by Christ, are returned to their previous levels of consciousness, to 
continue in their spiritual growth, eternal life (Heaven - higher consciousness). "For I will take you out of the nations 
(lower consciousness levels - 1st physical reality); I will gather you from all the countries and bring you back into your 
own land (Heaven) - to live within the 2nd physical reality."Israel (those in Christ) "shall know that I am Yahweh".

Increasing energy levels are now present for those who are open and ready to receive them. A person must increase their personal 
spiritual energy levels in unison with the New Earth’s, in order to continue.

"The righteous and wicked are to remain in the earth together. The righteous are not to exterminate the wicked (even 
though they could easily because of their much higher spiritual levels). (The evil will do a good enough job eliminating 
themselves without further help from others anyway.)  The evil (lower consciousness) and the good (higher 
consciousness) will be mixed until judgment day. Then all shall be gathered at the throne of judgment. The righteous 
(those who are at the Book of Life resonance and above) shall inherit  the kingdom." 
Those below the necessary levels to continue, will be dismissed from this higher consciousness 
world (Heaven). What has previously been known as “The future coming of the kingdom of God”,
which is now available during end times. A person will enter during their physical life.

Those who have entered, know without any doubts. 

Only those who have not entered, will be confused. This will result in Their Last Judgment 
             (those below Book of Life levels of consciousness that is needed to continue).

The
 144,000

Then, together with them, we who are still alive and remain on the earth will be caught up in the clouds (higher 
consciousness) to meet the Lord in the air. Then we will be with the Lord forever. 1 Thessalonians 4:17

"Not everyone who keeps saying to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will get into the Kingdom of Heaven" Matthew 7:21

Others choosing not to, will never understand that this is the meaning of eternal life, not something after physical 
death. They will cease having any further physical lives at some point, declining to progress past these lower levels. 
Never understanding how to properly get through the ascension stage of human development and into eternal life.      

During this renewal 
period, people will be 
receiving their last 
physical life judgment 
to see whether they 
can live within a 
higher consciousness 
world (Heaven), or 
must be left behind in 
their fallen state of 
consciousness instead.

(A person must make changes to their 
current life to proper levels, before it 
ends, if they want to live in Heaven)

"I never knew you"
                "They (actual disciples) do not belong to this (lower consciousness) world any more than I do." John 17:16
(Every soul does return back into the spiritual world at their achieved level of consciousness, once they physically die to live with others at those same levels.)
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A person must be sincere, and follow all the rules in order to be admitted into the initial process by grace baptism. Then they must follow in the way being shown to them in order to progress into higher and higher levels of consciousness. This will become uncomfortable for a period of time until a person realizes what is happening and their consciousness levels start expanding to live at these higher levels. Many people choose to stop the process, once items start happening to cleanse them, and they don't like the suffering that comes with it. This is the reason why this process is not mainstream, and only those who are being awakened during the pre Millennium period are disclosing the actual way to help others, who truly want the Christian experience. They have been through this process before and are already at Book of Life levels of consciousness, and are just getting back to their last physical life levels to continue on. This is what eternal life is.The Rich Young Man…20“All these I have kept,” said the young man. “What do I still lack?” 21 Jesus told him, “If you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow Me.” 22When the young man heard this, he went away in sorrow, because he had great wealth.…https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FDVgc-nOvbq1MLO8oUrWj3Dgqp593jgl_jOhWf2-I-I/present?slide=id.p

"They are not of this world, just as I am not of this world" John 17:16



Rev 21:27 "He will put the   sheep          on His 
right and the         goats on His left" 

     "none of them will understand”

Daniel 12:10

("But nothing unworthy, will enter the City")

"Those who have   died 
(to their lower consciousness 

physical life - 1st physical reality 
- the fallen world)        believing in 

Christ (by surrendering and 
completing their full tribulation)  

will rise to life   (Book of Life 
levels - 2nd physical reality - 

ascension)   first;" 
1 Thessalonians 4:16

"This is the promise which He Himself made to us: eternal life."

"Then they were each given a white 
robe and told to rest a little longer, 

until the number of their fellow 
servants and their brothers should be 

complete, who were to be killed as 
they themselves had been. 

(Completed their individual tribulation 
into Book of Life levels - dying to their 

old way of life, their 1st physical life 
death)"  Revelation 6:11

(locked out)

(co-create new life) - 3rd physical reality 
(a combination from the 2 previous levels)

“How can light, live with darkness?” 2 Corinthians 6:14 
(This causes problems with unconverted family members)

The fallen group includes 
prosperity gospel followers 
and those following other 
worldly people. They will all 
perish together regardless of 
what they currently label 
themselves. 
At this point in physical time, 
a person is either within Book 
of Life levels and Heaven, or 
are outside of it.

Those sincere will overcome

(click pics to enlarge)

"So will it be at the coming of the Son of Man. In those days before 
the flood, the people were enjoying banquets and parties and 
weddings right up to the time Noah entered his boat. And they were 
oblivious, until the flood came and swept them all away." 

("then the end (of the age) will come")

Parable of 10 Virgins

2nd physical reality

These physical realities can be compared to educational accomplishments (elementary, 
middle, and high school). The physical realities can only be lived into higher levels by 
completing the lower levels first. The first level group cannot understand the higher levels, 
but the other two groups will understand all lower levels that they have been through.
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"Work hard to enter the 
narrow door to God's 
Kingdom, for many will 
try to enter but will fail."  
    (click)          Luke 13:24 
(cleansing through tribulation tests)

Those falsely calling 
themselves Christians, 
and the many others 
who will not try to 
enter into the Kingdom 
at all ...........

Deciding to only 
experience physical 
life from a fallen state 
perspective. They will 
miss the full spirit 
human experience.

Then I will tell them plainly,                     "I never knew you."

"You are from below,
 I am from above.
 You are of this world.
 I am not of this world."

"I have given them Your 
word and the world has 
hated them; 
for they (disciples)

"I have given them Your 
word and the world has 
hated them; for they are 
not of the world, just as I 
am not of the world."

Many will be lost who
   expect to be saved.

(Highest levels of physical consciousness) 
Kingdom of Heaven
Eternal Life (lives)

(lower levels of physical consciousness)
(people living in Hell, don't even realize it)

Only being able to live in 
the lower world only... 
outside of the Kingdom 
of God... failing to 
advance and evolve...

(body and spirit combined)

"and He will separate them"

"Don’t participate in the 
things these people do." 

2 Corinthians 6:17 

(staying at infant levels only) 

  (partial tribulation only, never converted, never saved)

"Let no one deceive  you 
with empty words"

"How can light, live 
    with darkness?" 
 2 Corinthians 6:14

“Separate yourselves from among them (the dead), and I will receive you”
  (Many only think they have separated, but they have only formed a different tangent within the "dead". Doomed to perish.)

(many more will be lost to additional physical lives, 
due to lack of knowledge (never seeking for the truth))

"The man who strays from the path of understanding will  end up in the company of the dead." Proverbs 21:16
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Just like Jesus had an earthly occupation (carpenter), and then a spiritual purpose, the same will be true for those following into higher consciousness. Everyone will have normal type of jobs prior to their deciding to expand their consciousness. They will encounter items during this employment that will have sinful and negative types of impacts to others for profits or other employment opportunities. They will be given opportunities to do the right thing, or leave the company during their tribulation period to see if they are ready to advance.There will be some type of spiritual gift given to everyone once they have been accepted into the process. This will need to be worked on during tribulation in order for it to mature into an advanced gift that is to be shared with others and to further Christ's Kingdom. Other goals that will be needed during life, will also need to be worked on for the proper way for it to manifest into a person's life."4 There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. 5 There are different kinds of service, but the same Lord. 6 There are different kinds of working, but in all of them and in everyone it is the same God at work.""7 Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common good. 8 To one there is given through the Spirit a message of wisdom, to another a message of knowledge by means of the same Spirit, 9 to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spirit, 10 to another miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between spirits, to another speaking in different kinds of tongues,[a] and to still another the interpretation of tongues.[b] 11 All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he distributes them to each one, just as he determines." 1 Corinthians 12:4-11So the new life given by Christ, will have at least one of these attributes associated with it. Other ways of living might be more mainstream, but will need to be properly brought into a person's life while respecting the separation from those still at lower consciousness levels. Other reasons around these separations, are so that non believers will not benefit from actual believers blessings. A non believer that employs believers, would get benefits from employing those people, while furthering a business that continues to promote sinful and immoral practices. A true believer, will not allow this to happen. Otherwise, changes in the world will not occur properly, that is meant to help in the separation between the groups during the end times period. This new life is meant to experience spirituality at higher levels. The lower world already exists for those who are happy living within that type of world. A non believer will always get to see some of these "miracles", but will need to start their process if they want a more permanent utilization of spiritual practices.It will be hard to distinguish many of the higher consciousness people during end times, since they will interact with people at the other person's consciousness levels, in order to keep a peaceful interaction. They will always state their truth, when possible, but most people aren't really prepared for a lot of the higher truths until they have started the seeking process. The reality is, people will always migrate towards others who are similar, so many won't see these higher levels since they do not resonate at those same levels.

During the surrendering process, many different ways of separating from others and ways of making a living will occur. These will be tests to see whether people truly want to change, or want to just stay the same, within their fallen state levels, although higher within that lower consciousness.  This will happen over and over until the test completes, or a physical life is finished and time runs out.This will also determine the kind of faith a person has in reaching eternal life, or just staying in an unconscious life, time after time.This will also start separating those friends and family members who are also making their own choices consciously or unconsciously. Those at the lower levels will tire of those trying to reach their goals in a spiritual way. New friends will always take place when leaving one consciousness level into the next. Everyone is making their own choices including married couples that individually might be trying to move on, but will be pulled back because of their choice to remain loyal to their partner. They will remain bonded to the same consciousness level until that bond is broken either by divorce or death. A free will choice.



"If any of you wants to be my follower, you must give up your own way (deny yourself), 
take up your cross daily (cleanse your previous sins), and follow me (surrender)." 

The hardest part of salvation, is learning how to 
surrender properly, in order to complete the full 
process of spiritual ascension.

"So we will be with the Lord forever."

This is the first resurrection. The rest of the 
dead (those still below Book of Life levels) did 
not come back to life until the thousand 
years (Millennium) had ended. (for one last 
try for completion)                 Revelation 20:5 

If a person in not currently in eternal life, then they 
must find their current consciousness level and make 
changes in their life until the proper levels are reached.

A person is given free will to decide whether to pursue enlightenment (Heaven), or not. 

click pic

"The second death has no power over them, but they will be 
priests of God and of Christ, and will reign with Him for a 

thousand years.…"

“With man this is impossible, but with God all things are possible.” (click)
     A person might need to increase their spiritual consciousness levels for this....

"Happy and greatly blessed are those who are included in this first raising of the dead."

“This is the promise which 
He Himself made to us (true 

believers): eternal life." 
1 John 2:25 

(For unlimited human spiritual 
growth, once we have been 

admitted) 

Must be done during physical life…….

(The reason why some people (those already in eternal life) can understand scripture, while others are not able to.) 

(MANY will be DECEIVED)

"You drunken leaders are like babies!
 (staying at infant levels of spirit only, if even that). 

How can you possibly understand or teach the 
Lord's message?" Isaiah 28:9

__________________________________________________

I will turn against them and no longer let them belong to my 
people. They will not be allowed to call themselves Christians 
or even to set foot into New Jerusalem - "Heaven". Then 
they will realize that I am the LORD God.              Ezekiel 13:9

THEY WILL BE DISGUISED AS SHEEP!!
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Tribulation is called that for a reason. Although all of us will have different items to work through, there will be consistencies that will be similar for most. To change energy levels as dramatically as this process does, it will be unpleasant during a complete surrendering process as the one that I went through. I decided to make sure I made it far enough into unity consciousness to insure that I was at the level I was trying to achieve. In my process, I was divorced, had my primary home sold in a short-sale, had a condo foreclosed on while I was living in it, had my vehicles either sold or repossessed, lived with a few relatives during this time, and also ended up taking government assistance. I was also put in a position that made it very difficult to see my children and went years in-between seeing them.  It was difficult, but I was mostly  at peace during the whole time because of the lessons shown throughout this period. A surrendered tribulation done knowingly and with faith. It will also always take longer than what is expected. A spiritual cycle or season usually consists of a 12 year period. This enables a full experience to happen, and many people try to expand the more pleasurable ones into multiple periods, that will no longer help them spiritually grow after that initial first cycle completes itself. Basically, I was allowed to see the way other people live that was opposite from my whole life up to this point, in order to understand that other viewpoint from experience and not just opinion. I was humbled tremendously. I only show this as an example for others choosing to follow in complete surrender as I have done since there really isn't a lot of information out there about this. I always knew that I could stop this and go back to my old way of living at any time. I am glad that by grace, I was able to make it through, knowing that everything would be fine once completed. This also allows a person to understand all of the levels of consciousness while being able to see where others fit into the full picture. A person will understand why some choose certain forks in the road compared to others, and also what those repercussions will be. Life really is quite precious and everyone should be allowed to get what they want from life while allowing others the same respect. This is what the sheep and goats separation is all about, letting people decide on their own when they are really ready to move forward."Even some of the wise will stumble, resulting in their refinement, purification, and cleansing until the time of the end, for it is still for the appointed time." Daniel 11:35"Then I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean. Your filth will be washed away, and you will no longer worship idols." Ezekiel 36:25"Some people view themselves as pure, but haven't been cleansed from their own filth." Proverbs 30:12 (Must accomplish full tribulation)

The New Jerusalem…26And into the city will be brought the glory and honor of the nations. 27But nothing unclean will ever enter it, nor anyone who practices an abomination or a lie, but only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s Book of Life. Revelation 21:27-28A person who understands, knows that this will mean adjustments to a life, until they reach the proper levels for entry. This will be unity consciousness levels, Christ consciousness, higher consciousness, all terms recognizing entry into the state known as "Heaven". This also means that a person must have the faith in Jesus getting them to those levels by cleansing through their full tribulation period. People who stop prior to entry, just plain do not have the proper faith in Jesus. They might say they do, but anyone already at Book of Life levels, knows all the others who are just saying it without any real accomplishment or works by tribulation to enter. Probably just a partial tribulation only, keeping them with all the others including those who are not religious or spiritual at all. They are all within the fallen state levels of consciousness."So faith without works is dead also". Works associated with this verse means the work required to get through the challenges and tests being presented to them. Many believe works to be charitable giving and the like. Those things are done by people at all levels of consciousness. It has more to do with positive karma than eternal life. Those who say that they did get through their "works" of substance abuse, disease, finances, and other challenges, have only progressed past those initial challenges, although major ones. There will be many more items to work on before a full cleansing takes place. Years and years worth. That is the whole thing about completing it to the end, so one will be "whole and not lacking anything". Rejoicing in Trials…3because you know that the testing of your faith develops perseverance. 4 Allow perseverance to finish its work, so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything. 5Now if any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be given to him.…"Which of you, wishing to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost to see if he has the resources to complete it? 29Otherwise, if he lays the foundation and is unable to finish the work, everyone who sees it will ridicule him,…" Luke 14:28  (Those calling themselves Christians, but never coming close to completing the process, therefore not really having faith in Jesus to get them past those levels for understanding)So the ten commandments are actually the easy part for those in the process, but many do not even do those properly and will make an excuse that they don't need to follow all of them precisely. That is why they are still not in nor made entry into "Heaven". For those who say, they can't make a living following those things, because they will get fired by their employer, guess what, that is exactly what Christ is cleansing. Those making excuses and staying with those who remain "dead", will stay there with them in lower consciousness. Same thing applies to those who choose not to leave family members when that challenge is presented to them. Until everyone chooses on their own to raise their individual consciousness levels, they must be left alone at their free will levels to do it in their own time. No two people will progress at exactly the same time period, since each will have to accomplish their own individual challenges and tests.So finish your full tribulation, and wait for other loved ones and friends to gain entry, if and when they too, are ready. Not everyone will get into eternal life, so each must make their own way if they want further physical lives after last judgment is made. Find peace in this process. Don't worry about what other non believers think about you, since they won't really understand anyway. 



"Their Silver and Gold won't save them"

(It will actually 
show what they 
value the most 

in life.) 

"And then we will be with the Lord forever."

New Family  "a man’s                   enemies will be the members of  his own household." 

("It is not from hatred that we separate ourselves from our own people or places 
      (God forbid!), but to avoid the harm which might come to us  from them.”) 

(lower (sinful) into higher consciousness (righteous))

A person can only understand at the consciousness 
level that they have achieved. Those still below Christ 
realm levels, cannot understand what they mean until 
they work towards those higher levels.

(Book of Life spiritual body levels)

"We look forward to the resurrection of 
the dead, and to life in the world to come." 

    (which is now in the renewal period...) 

So finish your full tribulation into 
Book of Life levels, so that you are not 

left behind.... (the dead)

"But nothing unworthy
will be allowed into

the City."
New Jerusalem

"No one who does what
is vile or who tells lies

will be there."

"Only those whose
names are written in the

Lamb's Book of Life
will be in the City."

"So we will be with the

  
                       

  
         _______________________________________

 Lord forever."
(proper consciousness levels)

 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

(none of them will understand)

“He who is a child of God listens to God’s words. 
You do not listen to them: and why? It is because 

you are not God’s children.” 
John 8:47

(An individual free will decision for each to make.)

"Do you gain anything if you win the whole world 
(abundance and prosperity while still at fallen state 
levels)  but lose your life? Of course not! There is 
nothing you can give to regain your life (become 
spiritually resurrected into Heaven)."       Matthew 16:26

 (never having another physical life with other loved ones again)

(Entrance into the City must be accomplished within a physical life)

When the master of the house has locked the door (end of the age), it will be too late. You will stand outside (3rd dimensional consciousness) 
knocking and pleading, ‘Lord, open the door for us!’ But He will reply, ‘I don’t know you or where you come from.’       Luke 13:25

(click on pics for google slides)

"Again I tell you, it is easier 
for a camel to go through 
the eye of a needle than 
for someone who is rich to 
enter the kingdom of 
God." Matthew 19:24

Those who are in Christ

(divorce
perspective)

(surrendering
to a higher plan)
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” And oppress not the widow (a woman who has lost her spouse by death (1st death – natural state death) and has not remarried) nor the fatherless, the stranger, nor the poor; and let none of you imagine evil against his brother in your heart.” Zechariah 7: 10 “Honor widows who are truly widows” (women that have become divorced by those following Jesus into higher consciousness ("Till death (to old way of life) do us part") and seeing who will further help them since the separation was not because of lower consciousness sin but to advance into higher consciousness) -Acts 6:1- In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the Hellenistic Jews among them complained against the Hebraic Jews because their widows were being overlooked in the daily distribution of food.).For the unbelieving husband has been sanctified through his wife, and the unbelieving wife has been sanctified through her believing husband (those following Christ beyond the next surrendering point needing individual separation) . Otherwise your children would be unclean, but as it is, they are holy.  But if the unbeliever (could easily call themselves Christians but are not true believers) leaves, let him/her do so. A believing man or woman is not bound in such circumstances. 1 Corinthians 7:14They will not labor in vain, nor will they bear children doomed to misfortune; for they will be a people blessed by the LORD, they and their descendants with them. Isaiah 65:23

Many are teaching abundance doctrines that are moving people into a prosperous energy that has always been accessible throughout time. They are teaching this as though Christ is the spirit that is related to this and is responsible for it. Although Christ assures those who follow Him through their tribulation, that they will receive abundance following their surrendered period, it will come after this period and not before. "For the sake of My name" means that they have originally lost everything because of surrendering into personal tribulation, not just  "please make me prosperous because I deserve it" without learning anything by it. "Seek the Kingdom of God above all else, and live righteously, and he will give you everything you need."If the abundance comes too early in this salvation cycle, then there will be challenges once again to see if a true surrendering will take place in order to increase a person's spiritual energy levels. This is part of entering through the wide door instead of the narrow door.....The Narrow GateIn everything, then, do to others as you would have them do to you. For this is the essence of the Law and the prophets. Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the way that leads to life, and only a few find it.…

There are many ways of reaching the state known as enlightenment.During end times, people will start migrating towards their individual spiritual families, and their help.Anyone can ask for help from those spirits who are in higher consciousness regardless of which family they are in. So many will find ways outside of Christianity and Christ.I did find that, although I had reached higher consciousness levels by other means, until I followed into my tribulation period, by following and praying Christ for salvation, those other levels still did not reach the levels I was looking for.There truly is a much different experience when following Christ. For those wanting to understand life, at a much higher level of understanding, this will be the experience that a person will want.Towards the very end of the age, although many will be experiencing a form of spiritual living, that level still might be below the actual levels that are needed to proceed into eternal life. This will not be fully understood until it occurs within a person's individual experience.

 
QUESTION:How do we know when a divorce is appropriate or not?ANSWER:It’s appropriate when the energy and consciousness of the one is in a different reality from the other, and it’s obvious that it will never change.This isn’t about enlightenment, either. It’s about your individual paths.Although contrary to your society, the rules of the church, and what your family wishes for you, sometimes you go through "partnership stages" that are appropriate but temporary.It can also be between two enlightened souls who simply needed to be together for a while.So if you’re going to separate a partnership, do it with integrity. Do it in a way where you offer friendship. Do it with wisdom and maturity.Never slam the door. Offer the other person your maturity all your life, and always give them the opportunity for forgiveness and discussion.As you grow older, you’ll eventually see the dynamics of growth and why a temporary partnership might have been needed in your own personal path or in theirs.Sometimes it’s only about being a time placeholder, keeping each other in a place so that something else could happen.Each path is different, and there are as many who will stay together until they stand and hold hands on the other side of the veil. Then they’ll do it again the next time around!Don’t pass judgment either way. There is appropriateness in many things that result in growth and maturity for either or both of those involved.As I discussed before, your cultural rules are often designed to look like they’re also the "rules of God," but often they’re just the rules of Humans who are doing their best, without a full understanding of how big God really is.Excerpt fom Kryon - another higher dimensional family within 5th dimension consciousness....... a different perspective, although still following higher rules and teachings for a higher spiritual world.

A Message from Me to You - Rebecca RosenOne of the universal messages that comes through in many of my readings is the reminder to continue to rise up and shine bigger, instead of shrinking down.  This applies to any relationships we have or just generally how we show up in the world, but in one of my groups this week, this message was specifically for two women and their respective romantic relationships.  Both were in the process of expanding their spiritual awareness and breaking agreements with doubt.  They felt that they were currently on different pages from their partners, and were unsure of how to handle the difficulties they were facing together, as a couple, and individually, on their own.  Their teams in spirit came through to remind them of something that we all know on a soul level–that our purpose in this earth experience is to be true to ourselves.  We are whole on our own and when it comes to relationships, it has to be two whole people working through their own shadows and then coming back together in a healthier place.  We do not owe our partners sameness or a consistent matching of their energy and beliefs.  We only owe our partner being true to ourselves and moving into our own expansion.  Anything else is betraying our purpose and continuing on a path that is not for our highest good.There is always some resistance when this message comes through, because the ego fears the loss that might result if we change and grow away from our partners.  But the truth is, when we shift the focus to ourselves and live authentically, that will either inspire our partners to do the same or they will fall out and be replaced by someone who is more our equal.  This is true for friendships, work relationships, or romantic partnerships, as with these two women.  There are so many lessons wrapped up in showing up and shining our light each day.  It's also about recognizing our worth, loving ourselves, taking our power back, and having total faith and trust that God is our source and "God's got ya."  These women were certainly working on checking those boxes and learning these lessons that they signed up for prior to incarnating.  But these are lessons that we can all learn on some level in this "earth school" experience.  When we rise up, we more gracefully fulfill our divine purpose and continue on this journey with souls that will meet us where we're at, instead of forcing us to shrink down.Brightest Blessings and All Love,Rebecca



will not argue...

Plato's Cave

"those liars who say they are Jews (Christians), 
but are not"

Rev 2:9

“and those DAYS will be SHORTENED“

   “… to test those who belong to THIS world.“ 
 (actual Christians are able to live in both worlds)

“These people left our churches, but they never really 
belonged with us; otherwise they would have stayed 
with us. When they left, it proved that they (Christians 
in name only) did not belong with us.”        1 John 2:19

“none of them 
(goats) will 
understand” 

Daniel 12:10

(rapture)

(the dead)

(This opportunity will occur during physical life.) 

Parable of 10 Virgins

     Revelation 3:9
(last judgment is meant to separate those who are not eligible, out of the Millennium period)

Last judgment will also be the last physical life for many individuals who are too far away from eternal life levels.

"Blessed and holy is the one having a part in the first resurrection!" Revelation 20:6
This will include many old souls who have come specifically to live during the Millennium period only.  During the peaceful spiritual 

earth, to have higher spiritual experiences with others meant only for this new earth and those who are allowed into it (Heaven).

"how much more will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself
without blemish to God, purify our conscience from dead works (trying to serve while still
in our fallen state of consciousness) to serve the living God (helping people into higher

                                                                                _______________________________consciousness and Heaven)." Hebrews 9:14

"Yes , there is a war between science and religion."
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This was very subtle. I was reading some books that I had resonated with and kept going along that route when all of a sudden I had an awakening of some type that was different from how I had perceived things from the day before. I was even trying to figure out if others had this awareness that they had never mentioned to me. Maybe I was the one who was just not understanding because of my lack of concentration during church services at times because I seemed to always be worried about work related problems.It did cause me to check with other friends and see what might have happened to me, but I kept going back to a change in my personal life that was trying to move me forward. It was very frustrating until I finally just gave up to see what would happen in my life. It did fall apart, but was always related to some Bible verse I was currently focused on. This allowed me peace in understanding the beginning of the process which did become easier as time went by except for the part of allowing others to help me since, it was definitely not in my previous nature.I can easily see how many people miss this time in their life. I  was actually able to identify at least 3 other times previously, that I could have started this process instead of just remaining the same on how I pushed though some major challenges. Those who wait too late in their life to start the process, will run out of the time needed for spiritual conversion. The years needed to bring items through an experience will run out and/or there will not be enough energy left in a person during their last years to push through it. So this process needs to start as soon as a person understands that this is the way into eternal life.Even though it is difficult to get past, once a person moves into other different levels of consciousness, they are grateful for the Grace given during this time. A person also becomes quite aware that this season in life, will pass too at some point to continue life once again in a more enjoyable way.



Talk and outward appearances are easy.... actual Faith to completion is what matters. 
Those in higher consciousness, can easily identify all the different levels of spiritual consciousness.

“and then the end will come”

Jesus said to them, "Truly I tell you, at  the renewal 
of all things, you who have  followed me (completed 
their full tribulation) will also sit on twelve thrones, 
judging the twelve tribes of Israel (those still left in 
lower consciousness)."

Don't be naive to think otherwise

Those who are already within eternal life, will of course have higher spiritual levels 
than others who have chosen to remain at lower world levels only. Many will 
rationalize to themselves that those at the higher levels are not within normal reality 
levels, and they are right, but not for the reasons that are accurate. Those who have 
had many more physical lives in their  overall path, return for many different reasons, 
but all concerning some sort of continued spiritual growth for  their soul. Although they 
will try to help others, they will still allow people to progress (or not) according to their 
individual free will choice.

Unfortunately, this will keep some people stuck in the lower world, since they will not 
want to believe that these higher levels exist and they are not a part of it. That is why 
Christ was brought into this lower world, so that those who care enough, will follow fully 
until completion for actual salvation into higher consciousness and eternal life (lives). 
Otherwise, a person will get a full cycle of initial lives to reach eternal life levels (Book of 
Life), and will be dismissed from any future lives if those levels are not reached (final 
judgment). Every soul does return back into the non physical spiritual world at physical 
death regardless of their achieved status. There they will live with other spiritual entities 
within those same consciousness ranges that they have obtained. Heaven is a state of 
consciousness acquired during a physical life that is mistaken as the spirit world by 
those who have never experienced that higher state of consciousness. 

"But more than anything else, put 
God's work first and do what He 
wants. Then the other things will 
be yours as well." Matthew 6:33

"They will never enter My place of rest."

"If you belonged to the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the 
world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the world hates you." John 15:19

(end of summary section)

"Where I go, you know, and you know the way."

(click pic)

(Eternal physical 
life (lives) for 
continued soul 
consciousness 
growth)

google slide gallery pdf combined

Again He said to them, "I am going away. Then you will try to find me, but you will die in your sins (remaining 
within lower consciousness levels). Where I am going (higher consciousness - Book of Life levels of consciousness), 
it is impossible for you to come (if you physically die first before reaching 5th dimension consciousness)." John 8:21

“Earth has been chosen as the place to give life new birth.” Excerpt from The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, the Lucifer Experiment.
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In my personal path, I originally prayed to Jesus to find a way of taking me out of the world I was in, to spiritually move me forward. This happened during a time of great difficulty. I have come to the conclusion that there are many paths for each of us that we can use in our surrendering process. Due to our individual past belief systems, although different roads, there are general items that will be worked on for each that will be similar. Many discussions will call these items initiations that must be achieved in some way to continue to the next level (continued increase in light body for increased energy levels). The initiations can be used as a measure of progress for a person focused on the spiritual path. These initiations are to take place in our higher energy bodies and may or may not be remembered with our normal body consciousness. While there are some variations to these, the basic requirements for passing the initiations before the quantum shift (ascension) would be consistent in the following.Spiritual Awakening.Purifying the body, learning to work with the energies and controlling the etheric body.Purifying and controlling the emotions as well as developing a higher emotional body.Purifying and controlling the mind as well as developing a higher mental body.Surrendering personal will to Divine Guidance.Selfless work for the greater good of humanity.Quantum Shift (ascension). These initiations can be done at different times within the process, but if a person stays focused when they seem to be stuck, something will start repeating itself in similar enough experiences to show a need to change to get past that problem. Usually at the end of each major initiation, awareness increases and a person can tell by their new perspective.Of course, an important one would be the emotional body purification in order to mentally start adjusting to a surrendering period without breaking down. Many topics would include meditation and affirmations as a way to have a routine that can put a person in peace quickly when needed. Don't worry about being persecuted for these things because a Christian has already been warned about this. What many people in lower consciousness deem as persecution, is nothing more than crimes being committed against other people who happen to be religious. No different from a crime against any other person since violence is never something that is rationally done.During this full process, I always asked for Jesus to confirm my request in trying to get to "heaven" and also asked Archangel Michael for any needed protections against negative spirits. A person is led to items that will make them comfortable in proceeding knowing that the process is working. As a person can see, this will take years and years, which is why the Bible states the following:The Cost of Discipleship…28Which of you, wishing to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost to see if he has the resources to complete it? 29Otherwise, if he lays the foundation and is unable to finish the work, everyone who sees it will ridicule him, 30saying, ‘This man could not finish what he started to build.’…Luke 14:29A person realizes somewhere during the process, that others in the past stopped before completion and started a lower consciousness form of worship. Unfortunately, many followed some of these teachings taking them for the truth. Everyone will have to decide on their own, but that is why I chose to surrender fully to Jesus in a focused way instead of following some other person currently on earth. The spirit will lead a person appropriately once they become familiar and comfortable as time goes by and their personal energy fields become stronger and stronger similar to a physical body working with weights."I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself for me." (Gal. 2:20)



This commentary is meant for those 

serious about understanding the 

meaning of the Biblical term of 

“Heaven” and eternal life, as compared 

to the Hollywood version, in addition 

to the version from those preaching 

within the lower teachings of Christ 

only (since they have never reached Book of 

Life levels during life, for proper 

instruction). Those happy (or happy enough) 

within their current 3rd dimensional life, 

will find it extremely difficult to reach the 

higher teachings of Christ, and all that is 

necessary to live within the highest levels of 

human consciousness (Heaven). 

(To receive eternal life, a person must get 
on board with all the requirements, and 
then they will be allowed to consciously 
progress for any remainder of physical 
lives they choose to have.)  

Everyone was meant to experience this 

spiritual resurrection (out of our fallen 

state), before the end of the age concludes, 

and dismisses those choosing not to  

participate at these higher reality physical 

levels. For actual understanding, this must 

be experienced, and not just read about. A 

person must get to these levels during 

physical life, and will know without a doubt 

that they have been allowed in. 

"But none of them, will understand." 
Daniel 12:10

 (click on links and pics for google slides) (start of  main commentary section)
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Others who are still below Book of Life levels, will not be 
at  consciousness levels to understand, and unless they 
become sincere and  dedicated to making the necessary 
changes in their life, will be left  behind.  It doesn't 
matter who a person is, or who they think they are, if they 
still haven't been cleansed, by completing a full focused 
tribulation. This is the only way of entering through the 
front door, and into Book of Life levels.  "What good is it, 
dear brothers and sisters, if you say you have faith but 
don’t show it by your actions? (by completing a full 
tribulation) Can that kind of faith save anyone?" Daniel 
12:10 is precise when declaring, those who have not  been 
admitted during life, will just not understand. They were 

(Judgment Ladder interactive)

Those receiving eternal life, will get to physically progress as they choose, for their 
eternity.   This will be for further spiritual growth, in a spiritual world. New  life 
associated with this world, will be dealing with spirituality in  some way, since the lower 
world already exists for those wanting  materialistic and family type experiences. 
There are also different rules and requirements within this other higher consciousness 
world. Different worlds, different rules and purposes. But this is the peace and 
tranquility world, the major difference.

within their  lower consciousness life, need 
not make any changes within their present  
life at all, staying within their present reality 
of life, while  missing the 1000 year period 

Never entered into 
Book of Life levels

with Christ in the peaceful physical world. This could also possibly be 

their last physical lifetime within the full human cycle to reach eternal life.

deceived by following the lower teachings of Christ only. This commentary is only for 

those wanting to get to eternal life and living in the Millennium. Those who are happy
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"But don’t just listen to God’s word. 

You must do what it says. 

Otherwise, you are only fooling 
yourselves."             James 1:22

It will be very hard to leave loved ones 
when deciding to move into higher 
consciousness. The joy will be in living 
additional lifetimes with them, once 
everyone obtains eternal life levels. 

It is very important to maintain higher consciusness levels, without 
being drawn back into the lower consciousness world during a lifetime.
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To reach this state of consciousness, only those allowing themselves to be cleansed 

by the process, will be allowed in.  It doesn't take much to realize during the 

suffering part of  tribulation, that it is well worth it, to eternally live with and be a 

part of that  advanced spiritual group, since everyone at that level has met all the 

requirements for entry, and has also reached a certain level of enlightenment that 

enables the understanding of how and why this world works. 

After permanent separation takes place, we  (those obtaining Book of Life levels) 

will no longer have to put up with  all the pains created by those at the extreme 

lower levels of  consciousness (regardless of their job titles or religious  affiliations), 

that unfortunately still exist within this mixed earth  until they are dismissed. Those 

reaching eternal life levels, also realize they can return during whatever period they 

choose to. Some people will choose to leave if their body is older than they currently 

like, and upon return will of course be able to maintain youthfulness after the 

millennium has commenced. Others will tire of their current life and other 

participants, and will choose to leave and come back later when everyone present 

has met all necessary requirements, making the world more easy to live in. So it 

really doesn't matter how a person loses their physical body, it is more important in 

reaching Book of Life levels for future flexibility concerning continued growth in 

life. Those thinking Heaven is a place after physical death, they are gravely mistaken 

since all souls enter the spiritual realm at that time to live at their overall achieved 

spiritual levels that have been obtained during life. So souls are entering and leaving 

groups continuously as they evolve, by raising their spiritual consciousness levels. 

It is also very important that people realize how much love there is for 

those who have shared a lifetime with them in this growth.

That separation, will also cause the lower world to go to much lower average 

consciousness levels, since there will no longer be higher consciousness people 

around, to bring the average levels up. Then, the lower world will show it's 

true self, Hell, but it will be after separation has occurred. The promise that Christ 

made though, is for those who follow completely, through a full focused tribulation 

by believing in Him. Eternal Physical and Spiritual life. Salvation!
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Most people will go through a full cycle of fallen state 
living first, to become aware of all of the injustices within 
that consciousness world, before becoming serious enough 
to pursue the spiritual side next, and to work out of it, and 
into higher consciousness. 

During this initial cycle, that person will be able to 
experience one side of an experience (duality living). 
Afterwards, they would also be able to live from that 
opposite experience for perspective reasons, if they allow 
that change in their life. During this process, other spirits 
are helping in some way, and can easily be confused as 
Jesus. So it is important to know who a person is actually 
in tune with.  But for those who previously were at Book 
of Life levels, they are brought back  to their previous 
levels, to continue on for further conscious growth once 
they recognize that initial cycle. They would of course need 
to ask for forgiveness and recognize Christ for that help. 
Those who haven't reached those levels, who are sincere at 
this point in their life,  will be given grace baptism to 
progress into the infant stages of Spirit. That is  what the 
tribulation period is meant for, to remember those 
previous  levels and how to either get back to 
them, or start fresh, to continue their spiritual growth out 
of the fallen world. 

Those who are not within Eternal Life currently, 
will need to elevate their levels in order to enter. 
We will all have different  challenges to work 
through first, and then can consciously co 
create our  lives afterwards within God's 
guidelines, once reaching Book of Life levels. 
Those deciding not to advance, will not be able to 
consciously evolve, and at some point will cease 
having physical human lives. 

 "Heaven" - The highest level of 
physical human consciousness..... 

The "Living God"

Heaven, eternal physical life, only for those reaching Book of Life levels
The "dead", don't know they are dead.
Jesus "descended" into the lower parts of the earth. HE DESCENDED 
INTO HELL." lower consciousness below Book of Life levels... 

(click on picture)

(Lake of Fire pdf)
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To advance into these higher levels, a person must be 
willing to devote  the necessary time and energy during 
their full tribulation period,  similar to any other 
successful experience accomplished during life.    This is 
where the meaning of "if you believe in Christ, you will 
receive  eternal life" comes into play. If a person doesn't 
surrender fully and  follow through their full tribulation 
process, then they don't really  believe in Christ. They 
will be part of the group that He says, "But I  Never 
Knew You." A part time effort, will of course result in a 

part  time outcome as well as no effort at all will yield those expected  results.  

(Two different worlds mixed together during end 
of age)....."and those days will be shortened"
       "Do you want to go away as well?"

 
The surrendering level that a person allows, will also  determine how far  a person can 
increase their consciousness while going  through this  process, since unless it is through 
full completion  (perseverance), it will not deliver a person into Book of Life levels of  
consciousness.   
But don't be naive, just because a person goes through tough times, it doesn't make it a 
growing tribulation period. They can continue without any focused 
growth at all. That is just living within the lower state world.  But 
for those recognizing these hard times, if you're going through 
them  anyway, why not surrender and follow the teachings, for the 
full proper  reward later. Without a conscious, focused effort, 
a person is making a decision to remain within the lower 
consciousness world that they can relate to only.  A person must 
seek to find this higher consciousness world. 

Christ was brought in for this purpose. 

So there will  be two groups at the end of the age, those who can live and survive  
within both worlds during the testing period (sheep, living), or those who can only live  
within the fallen state world (goats, dead), even though it will become very hard to  survive 
at that time without increasing consciousness levels from that  lower state. A person will be 
given major challenges to see how they respond to those tests, either in a spiritual way, or 
by regular fallen state methods. The success of these trials will determine which world a 
person can live in. Those in the higher consciousness group, will usually lower their levels 
to those that they are interacting with, in order to keep their conversations 
reasonable. This will make it very difficult for that lower consciousness group to even be 
aware of those residing within the higher states of consciousness (different achieved 
levels).   

“These are the ones who have come  
          out of the great tribulation;"
       A full focused tribulation.
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 "And He will separate the people one from another..." 

(This separation occurs during the tribulation process... between 
those at Book of Life levels and those who are not at those levels.) Must seek to find......surrender and follow

During the Great Tribulation, people will be getting dismissed from   their last and final 
judgment without receiving eternal life, and will   not even be aware that it is occurring 
(Matthew 24:40). The Gospel is  there to get people into eternal life, during physical life 
for those in  complete surrender and following to Christ. The new earth and heavens  are 
there for this enlightened group, to then live in also, during life,  once reaching those 
levels. Those at Book of Life levels are able to  live within both (higher and lower) worlds 
during the endtimes, until permanent separation  takes place. 

For those below those Book of Life levels, who can only  live within the fallen state 
world, once they are back in the  spirit  (non physical) world, they will of course be 
aware of what has  happened  at that time. They then, will have to make peace with their 
decision not to fully follow Christ while they were in their body. In addition, those 
who only completed a partial tribulation,  including the many people who consider 
themselves very religious, will  also have to make peace with their decision to not seek to 
completion,  being deceived also during their physical time on earth, running out of 
the time needed to reach eternal life.   

lower (3rd) vs higher (5th) 
dimension consciousness

(the differences between living 
in Hell or Heaven)

(click pic)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1I-9bXe4vNpzy8tEe3UbZdKnB6zhZ_l8Khm36mVvvemA/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YJG2TmZvcV93OqEayNNP6s0QM8SCauyiR4O97Y9npqo/present?slide=id.p1
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/luke-6_46-2.jpg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KTDLdHTTnemlfCa8ixmXxmzBFeDc85B0amcZ0SCQ8as/present?slide=id.g433028c184_0_0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vsWuKWW9C3Z86vgZ5iPyx3DtC37Dmn7l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vsWuKWW9C3Z86vgZ5iPyx3DtC37Dmn7l/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iZnFp1egW4ka88r98rWFy8m2Gf0bKFRYlbGl3tYTPLg/present


Ladder of Divine 

Ascent AD 600

(Platforms used for presentation; google slides and wordpress) 

 Judgment Ladder Interactive (one page visual with links)

“Separate from them (the 
dead), and I will receive you”

Two groups at end of age        

(550-1000) sheep - living 
goats - dead (0-549)

"Living"

"Dead"

(Those who are not at Book of Life levels, will not understand)
Daniel 12:10

______________

Mark of 
the Beast

click on image 
for interactive)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10QgnPP5UjRaqDetkmC86UJhIuxsYZ5rGdvDEumXx87Q/present?slide=id.g42f593481c_6_0
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/theladderofdivineascent.pdf
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/theladderofdivineascent.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10QgnPP5UjRaqDetkmC86UJhIuxsYZ5rGdvDEumXx87Q/present?slide=id.g42f593481c_6_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQYtzunKgcAAo5Lrp6rEC1W2P9tnPqExDwv0R9CX5IDGvP1LxnhgPwQAV-KEyb9Zl9igE4WE-8Vum-I/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000&slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qBJWvSBvOTSbA5b1jFRTvgJuQ9aWOd_ri3Rv3UmQIE0/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qBJWvSBvOTSbA5b1jFRTvgJuQ9aWOd_ri3Rv3UmQIE0/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ojVu8H9z4Cz3jUOBSz64IJRCVMKoItUdK74ig2STyAM/present#slide=id.p


Heaven on the physical earth – The Christian Way…after completing a full tribulation.

Everything is Consciousness – (You determine what level you exist at – higher or lower)

Donation Page (Please contribute, if this 
site has provided help and clarity for 
advancement – all donation amounts are 
welcomed with gratitude and thanks!) *

 In loving memory, of our son Sammy 
                  (sammyfund)

Therefore, a person who is truly in Christ, cannot complain about 

life. They are either experiencing the life they currently want, or are going 

through tribulation in order to get there. Their spiritual consciousness 

level is revealed, by their words and actions, within their present life 

choices.

"Don't worry about anything, but in all your prayers ask God for what you 

need, always asking him with a thankful heart." Philippians 4:6

"For it is by grace you have been saved through faith (by completing a full tribulation by having faith in Christ 
 during the full process), and this not from yourselves; it is the gift of God, not by works (by any charity or 
 other flesh based work), so that no one can boast." Ephesians 2:8

“If you remain in Me”, it will manifest in God’s
way and timing, if in complete surrender

I ask in Jesus' name, for all of those 
who contribute in any amount*, that 
they be raptured and blessed for that 
donation and contribution. May they 
enter the Kingdom through Christ, 
into the Millennium, because of their 
faith through their tribulation period. 
http://www.paypal.me/sammyfund 
https://www.gofundme.com/f/eternal-
physical-life-understanding

__________________________________________

*Contributions are non tax
deductible, to be used as needed. *Contributions are non tax

deductible, to be used as needed.

"If you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to 
the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven" Matthew 19:21

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19xkx5hOo1sPvNTZ_xOpsfgUlsd1bquXHKmqKq6e3XBM/present?slide=id.p1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NCh7ceajAMdxxjjcvs53rk7oubU2Xp5t/view
https://biblehub.com/matthew/7-7.htm
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19xkx5hOo1sPvNTZ_xOpsfgUlsd1bquXHKmqKq6e3XBM/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KjO5PHaP_xnMEX9MpXzHkIOC6O81uaZGSOsLNCxlx4Q/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/receive3.gif
http://www.paypal.me/sammyfund
https://www.gofundme.com/f/eternal-physical-life-understanding
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZV4BVOHqNkKk9cgydIu2czMUMzwj27akGIBc2A_FUC8/present#slide=id.g89acddacd5_0_0
https://www.gofundme.com/f/eternal-physical-life-understanding
https://biblehub.com/matthew/19-21.htm
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/good-works-only-082820.pdf


Body and Spirit made whole

have passed away; behold, all things have become new.”

“At that time he and his children will no longer be obligated to you, and they will 

return to their clans (spiritual families) and go back to the land originally allotted to 

their ancestors (proper place within the spiritual and physical realms) .” 

Leviticus 25:41

When a person dies, either spiritually during life, or at

physical death, they are placed appropriately into

their proper area, Heaven – Higher consciousness or

Hell – lower consciousness. At physical death, all

souls will return to the spiritual realm into their

achieved overall spiritual consciousness level. So all

souls return back where they originated from at

physical death, but during physical life, only

those reaching Book of Life levels, are allowed into the state known as

“Heaven”.

“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things

Rapture in consciousness...

"Dear friends, if we deliberately continue sinning 
after we have received knowledge of the truth, 
there is no longer any sacrifice that will 
cover these sins." Hebrews 10:26 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOsb495jVMik1Cn9nJqlvH86utQqXbOctTvf4-vdDB0/present?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JZwNVly7wqS-VWbdoES9gzUrfMpqC2EFg-d9tNKTNU0/present?slide=id.g429d7689fb_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XDkX9YWQqGGDyUBNsUQtEkR_8CABMt41AZ5cxIYF1zE/present?slide=id.p


https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gyIqo0SjJnCbQlFD6ruYbR7KPDX03-jiib2G8PoZUIQ/present#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KTDLdHTTnemlfCa8ixmXxmzBFeDc85B0amcZ0SCQ8as/present?fbclid=IwAR1h2fK-hVMWZmVaxJ9tezQnbJYgfqfQfzApRNMYxuppbcwXjUZACXp_jY4&slide=id.g433028c184_0_0
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/e1.gif


Book of Life levels 550+ the living

(Physical life is a gift for 

individual expression – many 

will not progress into 

“Eternal Life” – 550-1000

Higher consciousness (Book of Life levels and above) would be in unison with God, 

while lower consciousness is separation from God (although this does encompass 

many different degrees within that state of sin, including infant stages of spirit). So 

many will leave physical life, at a level that is accurate (“but I never knew you“), but 

was not understood during their time on earth.

Upon physical return, if desired, they will resume 

from those previous levels, either in a conscious 

state (higher consciousness – eternal life) or an 

unconscious level (lower consciousness to try 

again). Eternal life, allows for a spiritual physical

“No one comes to the Father except through Me.”

progression within a conscious state (usually to help 

others in some spiritual way), as compared to the 

unconscious levels that only allow for materialistic and 

other lower consciousness experiences one life at a time.
 " I will never erase their names from the Book of Life" 

Christ, by helping people ascend their consciousness into the higher levels, allows that 

group to occupy an ascended earth, that otherwise would remain vacant of physical 

human life. So once a person goes through their individual ascension process, they 

can understand that similar cycle that occurs in all living objects (earth).  This 

tribulation period, also allows understanding on how the two worlds can currently co-

exist until permanent separation takes place.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bq2GK1Ofj5HwDiIcfT6HPsI_peGO7W6Fu2PQCuH46Cw/present?slide=id.g42b48ffa03_2_100
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YJG2TmZvcV93OqEayNNP6s0QM8SCauyiR4O97Y9npqo/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQYtzunKgcAAo5Lrp6rEC1W2P9tnPqExDwv0R9CX5IDGvP1LxnhgPwQAV-KEyb9Zl9igE4WE-8Vum-I/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000&slide=id.p1
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/father3-1.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/rev35.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/eternal33.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/369369.gif


Partial vs full Tribulation

“Separate from them (the dead), and I will receive you”

click

And the one sitting on the throne said, “Look, I am making

everything new!” Rev 21:5

“Then they will call on me, but I will not answer;

They will seek me diligently, but they will not find me.

Because they hated knowledge

And did not choose the fear of the Lord” Proverbs 1:28-29

550+   (under 550)
"primary (lower)

school"

    (550-1000)
Advanced studies

It will not be difficult to recognize those who are 
perishing. They will continue to break the 
commandments, while trying to justify their reasons 
in doing that. Some will choose to disregard the 
Gospel completely, not believing in any real 
spiritual affiliation. Others will choose not to go 
through a full tribulation, believing the false prophet 
that lives among them in the lower world (prosperity 
and easy versions only), even though Christ made it 
clear that many will be told,  "I never knew you".

Those who have completed their full tribulation into 
Book of Life levels, are allowed to judge those left in 
their lower state of consciousness. Only God and 
Christ are allowed to judge those who have already 
obtained "Book" status. It doesn't matter if people 
disagree with this process, since it exists for 
anyone choosing to go through the cleansing 
process through Christ, in order to also obtain 
those levels if wanted. Another benefit for those 
completing the full process that includes eternal life 
(additional lives for conscious spiritual growth). 

"Let perseverance finish its work so that you may be 
mature and complete, not lacking anything." James 1:4

During the end times period, the same increasing  energies that are allowing people to reside within the higher 
realms  during this mixed time, will also bring to light all things trying to  stay in darkness. This would include 
lies of all types, major injustices, and  anything else that would have to be purged from a higher consciousness  
world. In this process, people will be receiving their last and final  judgment as they take personal stands during 
that time, whether they are  conscious of it or not.  Those choosing to increase into Book of Life  levels, will get 
to remain, as others choosing not to, will get  dismissed from physical life. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQYtzunKgcAAo5Lrp6rEC1W2P9tnPqExDwv0R9CX5IDGvP1LxnhgPwQAV-KEyb9Zl9igE4WE-8Vum-I/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000&slide=id.p1
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/lack-of-know-1.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/lack-of-know-1.gif
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Bhf5OP9fnp3cK5BZLTowuIDx6FAcOC6PKjyXEvLjets/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/res-969.gif


click– Those souls deciding not to 

increase their spiritual levels 

within an ascending earth’s increasing 

requirements, will run into 

disorders (mental and physical) 

as we progress through end times.

A person who is sincere, can always start the process when ready, just

in case they might have missed previous opportunities. A prayer from

In a free will world, each individual decides on their experience, and how much they

are willing to dedicate (seek) towards receiving that awareness…….their consciousness

level.

(Individual intellect and spiritual consciousness levels

combined, will determine how a person is able to

experience and manage their life.)

(It will be very important to maintain balance at 

all times when increasing a person’s consciousness 

levels. Most people find this in some sort of a 

meditation practice.)

As Jesus told His disciples, “I

am the way and the truth and

the life. No one comes to the

Father except through me”

 John 14:6

(This is accomplished by

completing a full tribulation

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EYZ3uKmrPfizWqQ15LWwSLnVtEXqfteq5rKJ5IH1GaQ/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EYZ3uKmrPfizWqQ15LWwSLnVtEXqfteq5rKJ5IH1GaQ/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Mj2HtcpEfwM6eeD44bBVWC-IrhJXA1gAs9XITP8dvPU/present?slide=id.g4344328156_0_86
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZSEGhZAlU1f0ua6r8mM4WgCeVYc-UPtNk65S6cChd24/present?slide=id.g432fd98e3f_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZNEHylPbP9b68P9dTaV-79YmCBx4db-cE_0jSoFhpIM/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/1-left-1.gif


the heart for forgiveness, surrender, and rebirth. But they must allow

whatever shows up into their life during a full tribulation, for it to be

successful. “Seek and you will find” Two worlds mixed together until

final separation takes place.

“And all nations (different

consciousness levels) will hate you

because you are my followers (the

others will not be at levels to

understand the repercussions around

complete surrendering and the global

impact because of that during the

Great Tribulation. But for those not

meeting the requirements, what they

do during this life won’t matter, since

they will not be allowed into future

physical lives within the Kingdom

anyway – eternal life for those at Book

of Life levels only – others will be

that shows faith in Jesus and

His guidance into higher

consciousness (Heaven) and

the new life associated with it.)

“I tell you for certain we know what we are talking

about because we have seen it ourselves.

But none of you (those still worshiping (or those

who never really worshiped) and are still living in their

fallen state levels – below 550) will accept what we

say. John 3:11 

(Once corrective action is taken during life to achieve

the resonance needed to gain entry and then remain in

the New Earth, there should be no surprises once

physical death occurs. Only those choosing not to

cleanse themselves through a full tribulation, will die

without knowledge and the understanding of eternal

life)”

“Blessed is the man who has suffered and found life.”

Everything is energy

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19IfuxFIfVQ1GguNOQHlyVjjoLCdS_iuaCw_rDX8E_q0/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19IfuxFIfVQ1GguNOQHlyVjjoLCdS_iuaCw_rDX8E_q0/present
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dismissed and their belief in

technicalities to save them, won’t

happen as they miss the highest

human levels that can be obtained

within a life). But everyone who

perseveres to the end (and only

them), will be saved (550+ levels).”

Matthew 10:22 

Get your VIP Pass into the Kingdom

That is because these Christians have already completed their tribulation 

into Book of Life levels, and will allow others to do the same 

(if wanted) while they watch during endtimes to see the outcome.

“Blessed and holy are those who share in the first resurrection. The second death has
no power over them, but they will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign with

him for a thousand years.” Revelation 20:6

(Once everyone has had their last lifetime opportunity to increase into higher 
consciousness, and the 2/3rds have been dismissed from future physical lifetimes, 
the new earth will find environmental balance again and will also be in harmony 
with the 1/3rd that has chosen to remain in it…) 

Higher Consciousness - "in the clouds"

https://www.facebook.com/sammyfund.org/photos/a.148971333189786/168609774559275/?type=3&theater
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/john-1027.gif
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nkev3cCGRUab8m-vPzpj856Q3pYSnWzshSVHXrQSCF8/present?slide=id.g3f51bf8466_2_75


Signs of the End of the Age

Jesus answered, “See to it that no one deceives 

you. For many will come in My name, claiming, ‘I 
am in Christ,’ and will deceive many” (keeping 

in sheep’s clothing…"

them below Book of Life levels and out of the

Kingdom). Belief in Christ means completing the 

tribulation process for salvation. End times will 

dismiss those looking for the easy (and 

prosperous) false Gospel only.

"Beware of false prophets, which come to you

They have never reached Book of Life levels, so        
cannot teach how to get there...still living 
within world with the false prophet.

They, still like all others,  have until their last lifetime 

before the end of the age, to try to get to Book of Life 

levels of 550 plus. They will then be entering through 

the front door, through Christ, instead of remaining 

at their current levels of between 300 to 450, that 

keep them within the lower consciousness world.

“Blessed is the man who has suffered and found life.” Prosperity will come properly, 

after Book of Life levels have been reached.

“What sorrow awaits you teachers of religious law and you Pharisees. Hypocrites! For 

you shut the door of the Kingdom of Heaven in people’s faces. You won’t go in 

yourselves, and you don’t let others enter either.” Matthew 23:13 (They teach 

confidently, yet they have never entered the Kingdom themselves, while continuing to 

take money for this false worshiping.)

Little do they realize, that they are still degrees within the sin category away from Book of Life 

levels, very similar to the same degrees that murderers are below church worshiping people. 

People entering through other means, prosperity and easy teachings, are no different. The 

common denominator, is that all of these different categories are below Book of Life, and 

outside of eternal life. Yet, they remain set in their current ways and beliefs, doomed to perish.

False Teaching

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nkev3cCGRUab8m-vPzpj856Q3pYSnWzshSVHXrQSCF8/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rEcxmzSi-PcyIbLSpcJrH0czQc-2NcoKVwqXx3zfYTI/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KTDLdHTTnemlfCa8ixmXxmzBFeDc85B0amcZ0SCQ8as/present
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But for those who have taken the tribulation time out, including the necessary family 

separations around free will, …they will receive the added generational benefits instead of the 

curse (many more life challenges to get through) for those never reaching Book of Life levels.

And Jesus said to them, “The sons of this age marry and are given in marriage, but 
those who are considered worthy to attain to that age (the renewal period) 
and to the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are given in 
marriage (for those in marriage, they will be given opportunities for their marriage 

to end, and to see what level of faith they have at that point for continuation), for 
they cannot die anymore (eternal life) because they are equal to angels and are 

sons of God, being sons of the resurrection (higher consciousness levels).” 

(Luke 20:34-36)

Future relationships will be entered, depending on the need for that period of time that 

they will exist for. When that period ends, all parties will then just move forward 

depending on what is needed afterwards, to continue in their growth. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PiFXUA8GjDlPh1w49cQ_NtMjEXhvXlAzgzHWO0qMzIo/present?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jITqLpNs-zw_ty_qUsE50DknP3y5lo9-tCUYgIoA5LY/present?slide=id.g7dfa1515d4_0_0


We leave families for the sake of the Kingdom Luke 18:29 

 We enter the Kingdom through tribulations. 
“We must go through many hardships 
           to enter the kingdom of God”

    Acts 14:22. 

"It is not from hatred that we separate 
ourselves from our own people or places 
(God forbid!), but to avoid the harm which 
might come to us from them."(associated 
karma and attachment) Excerpt from 
Ladder of Divine Ascent AD 600 Page 8

Temporary separation during tribulation, 
until they also join at Book of Life levels.

A person either has true faith in Jesus during their tribulation period, or they don't...

Prosperity teachings only

Higher and lower teachings of Christ are 
from differences from when people stopped 
during their tribulation period. That is why 
Christ made it clear, that people should 
persevere all the way until completion…. 

Lower teachings will not 
give a person eternal life....

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/good-works-do-not-make-us-acceptable-to-god-2-2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rEcxmzSi-PcyIbLSpcJrH0czQc-2NcoKVwqXx3zfYTI/present?slide=id.p1
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/theladderofdivineascent.pdf
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Bridge of Angels

 The Spirit and the bride say, “Come!” And let the one who hears say, “Come!” Let the

one who is thirsty come; and let the one who wishes take the free gift of the water of

life. Revelation 22:17

“Truly I tell you,” he continued, “no prophet is accepted in his hometown."  
   Luke 4:24 (person is remembered from previous life prior to ascension)

Faith and actions

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SBQ9UMQXbgGAvofHOvizkvM3jdozkJfjgRJc2NuYRNo/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11zTKneXBb2Igd6TC7XAseL1SWmj9wdddvOOukbZgI18/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SBQ9UMQXbgGAvofHOvizkvM3jdozkJfjgRJc2NuYRNo/present?fbclid=IwAR0sDGplMfIYGY8bGYEUn3VFiNah1q4sDQszRXn7Ipw2-C9BKQu9PlYc-Aw&slide=id.p


Mixed until final separation – the sheep (higher consciousness – those who died to 3rd dimensional life and

were reborn multi-dimensional) and the goats (those remaining at lower consciousness levels)

“For everything hidden is meant to be revealed, and

everything concealed is meant to be brought to light. If

anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.”… Mark 4:22

"

" ,

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/do-not-accept-3.jpg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOsb495jVMik1Cn9nJqlvH86utQqXbOctTvf4-vdDB0/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gTim7QpLOnqJlC63wqcNTnkrVCiCKGzc-piih0nJd4A/present


“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, for he has anointed me to

bring Good News to the poor (in spirit). He has sent me to proclaim that captives will

be released (those still in their fallen state (below 550 levels)), that the blind will see

(will increase their spiritual energy levels to higher awareness levels of light for

understanding), that the oppressed will be set free (will reach Book of Life levels if

completing their full focused tribulation).” Luke 4:18

Now there will be nobody on earth who can deny Christ

(all that are left and haven’t been dismissed from their

challenges and tests, have completed their full tribulation,

and are at Book of Life levels (550+) or above (higher 4th

and 5th dimension physical reality) living within the new

earth). Now it will be clear that He is Christ, the Lord and Savior of the earth. There

will be no more doubt, no more mystery, no more lies (for those who have

surrendered completely and finished their tribulation period by the end of the age).

The truth will radiate over the whole earth and everyone will come to worship Him.

(Zechariah 14:16)

Thus begins the thousand-year kingdom of peace on earth, the

Millennium.

(once last judgment has dismissed all those, not meeting the necessary requirements)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10QgnPP5UjRaqDetkmC86UJhIuxsYZ5rGdvDEumXx87Q/present?slide=id.g42f593481c_6_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OFMEumOhdIa552P99LgAeemdgSTDyW8z7W3RY8iIFE0/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R4VqJyjej8fCmY-yQX-2-QRXzkbJ8XTrsWeQPBt8voI/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QtiVFRRcloRWVVJZ6dv6DuWl1M6GXy_6OwlNr90IVTE/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/ezgif-2-1c594d3f94a5.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/ezgif-3-fb9ed5360b.gif


“Do not be afraid–I am with

you! “From the distant east

and the farthest west I will

bring Your people home.”

(into the higher consciousness

realms)

Mayans did predict 2012, as the end of the old age…

(making this lifetime, a person’s last and final judgment  

for those souls in this cycle for human experience)

Show your Trust in Jesus, by completing your tribulation into Book of Life levels…

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11QqULafHKF3SmbLVNc-JqvDIMZfTtWYF60VWqF2IleU/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/spiritually-resurrected.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/i-am-with-you.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/trust.gif


Only those completing their full focused

tribulation reaching Book of Life

levels….others making many excuses,

shouldn’t be surprised in their blindness.

“For neither circumcision nor

uncircumcised means anything. What

counts is a new creation (rebirth into

Spirit at Book of Life levels).” 

This isn’t as obvious as a

person might think..

Good works do not make us acceptable to God.

(If a person hasn’t had their quantum change into “heaven”during life (they will know

without a doubt if it has happened), then they must make changes to their life, or they

will just remain the same until physical death. This will usually involve additional

seeking and surrendering to increase levels that are required for entry. After that

occurs, a person then goes back to living their new life as wanted within proper

guidelines.)

Christ made it very clear, that a person can run out of time if they don't take the process seriously!!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CsWFrtweCclZv7vxqpFHvB8kAJ_L94OKPVvx4XOiiDI/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14AQ6-GmM9yLvBSrVaG_FRWlLYoHgpLRqKoSYUNFzzJM/present?slide=id.g887b5f7eec_0_0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vsWuKWW9C3Z86vgZ5iPyx3DtC37Dmn7l/view?usp=sharing
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/never.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/works36.gif


Matthew 23:13Matthew 19:24

Ezekiel 7:19

Higher Consciousness through pineal gland activation and strengthening.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L5CMIYKwBOYyY9tyP9sKS0RHb4tsXlB3beJVAA4hQN4/present?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L5CMIYKwBOYyY9tyP9sKS0RHb4tsXlB3beJVAA4hQN4/present?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1znp0SvyHfWhuR7REb20iEJ01F33yKm3u9Yald7l1RcM/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1znp0SvyHfWhuR7REb20iEJ01F33yKm3u9Yald7l1RcM/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17z-QkvEuqlRWJaYZWGhALkl-wR8eK2Al0hk1uplGyiU/present?slide=id.g429ee13fb8_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17z-QkvEuqlRWJaYZWGhALkl-wR8eK2Al0hk1uplGyiU/present?slide=id.g429ee13fb8_2_75
Even while these people were worshiping the LORD, they were serving their idols.To this day their children and grandchildren continue to do as their ancestors did. 2 Kings 17:41



There is continuous judgment during life as a person progresses or not, then they are placed accordingly.…..

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l2CNFpOL7VmIvMZYvI-Ue4vdiQMZZRSkxO5hyjH40Dg/present?slide=id.g42b80b557f_2_82


Lost Gospels

Must have

“eyes to see”

Persecution

Worlds mixed together only until final judgment and permanent separation.

Then after end times, “They will seek me diligently, but they will not find me.”

Once Christ has locked the door, those stuck within their fallen state consciousness,

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RF9TTM8U6_Wq1pVqS1A7Lri8wjrUs_taFIWXJeCjKOY/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1i0KGnAQh18G0VwJmLhj3lNhqJP7QclR2hk528w9UP4w/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1i0KGnAQh18G0VwJmLhj3lNhqJP7QclR2hk528w9UP4w/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/ezgif-3-6741f564c6.gif


Vibrational

Energy

Too Late

For by fire….

will no longer be able to increase their levels into the Kingdom. A person cannot

accidentally get to those levels without all of the help previously given prior to last

and final judgment.

(a full focused, surrendered, tribulation period, will increase 

levels)

(the challenge will be understanding how to

surrender correctly…..this takes time)

James 1:22

(those wanting to

get into “Heaven”,

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17Q2qAuRij_Rl0iB62CMocLnzuKOSGZwDbHystpAXy98/present?slide=id.g43425d22cb_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17Q2qAuRij_Rl0iB62CMocLnzuKOSGZwDbHystpAXy98/present?slide=id.g43425d22cb_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17Q2qAuRij_Rl0iB62CMocLnzuKOSGZwDbHystpAXy98/present?slide=id.g43425d22cb_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10peCF3QB4GfPLExlr15neM17kZDWv84DKUQ9QSUDTsg/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10peCF3QB4GfPLExlr15neM17kZDWv84DKUQ9QSUDTsg/present?slide=id.p1
file:///C|/C/Child%20Support/child%20support/Child%20Support/SammyFund%20091919_files/surrender4.jpg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18rE8jcXrtEtUpWNiUqmmSuq_yjafvYb5DnHS9rR3FQA/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/eternal-life-3.gif


must increase their

levels out of their

fallen state of

consciousness)

“for many will try

to enter but will

fail” Luke 13:24

(Some will have one last opportunity at the end of the Millennium to complete their

tribulation into the proper levels, but they would already have to be really close to

those levels or will not get that last chance. Better to complete it during current life

once informed, and not roll the dice for their eternity)

Book of Revelation is meant for those 
reaching Book of Life levels for 
understanding. A person's spiritual 
consciousness levels have increased through 
their tribulation period, allowing them to 
"see" at these levels of consciousness now. 
click on picture for animation

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-M-jtYU45TMlK_HgKxN_S4G48k0tCfzy4h6YdEWT5qA/present?slide=id.g3f5262b1c6_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-M-jtYU45TMlK_HgKxN_S4G48k0tCfzy4h6YdEWT5qA/present?slide=id.g3f5262b1c6_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Yu0SYleU6wDRQF8DdwYCdXLzl78JBqLxSERxErwvkIE/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pRFaUkYB9ML_skzTTLkQslF0rWWIQyQunIlNi8_kVZg/present?fbclid=IwAR2rSo7Gy28w6SgoB9LpJQx5aU3Eksovm0UZtNOfzxKS1BImQLxa_6VXO0Y&slide=id.g42ee2ba9b9_2_75
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/crosses.gif


levels) will understand” 

Daniel 12:10

(levels below 550 are considered 

3rd dimension reality – the 550 

level being in a state of purgatory 

while still within slight darkness –

700+ places a person into full 

enlightenment levels with

understanding and clarity – Heaven – 5th dimension reality)

Because, “none of them (those 

who never reached Book of Life

Worlds mixed together 
only until last and final 
judgment takes place...

(5th dimension Christ Consciousness)

Degrees of Glory
       (click)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1L5CMIYKwBOYyY9tyP9sKS0RHb4tsXlB3beJVAA4hQN4/present?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UleMSXuTUZAzvMoDfsADr0ygFlPZUGtwa84Q6DAWzZA/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1htwXpElZOCFTb6H8dVj_wffwhrhQq34tnYrtWKHKIpo/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQYtzunKgcAAo5Lrp6rEC1W2P9tnPqExDwv0R9CX5IDGvP1LxnhgPwQAV-KEyb9Zl9igE4WE-8Vum-I/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000&slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l2CNFpOL7VmIvMZYvI-Ue4vdiQMZZRSkxO5hyjH40Dg/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/c333.gif
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YJG2TmZvcV93OqEayNNP6s0QM8SCauyiR4O97Y9npqo/present?fbclid=IwAR2fiY4JnCI7z8ujgB7ZZwSG2QD3hIXBYTUQbnnpsI6GpTTuiD3G_lFBgPg&slide=id.p1


Higher Consciousness – Book of Life Levels (550) and above 

Lower Consciousness – “The Dead”

“Where I go, you know, and you know the way.”

Dimensions

   5th
Physical 
and non 
physical

   4th
Physical 
and non 
physical

   3rd
Physical 
and non 
physical

"Glorified   
  Bodies"

Hell

Heaven

Purgatory

And as I continue through my tribulation period, 
You give me the strength to finish.....I know You 
are with me....Thank You for cleansing me 
through Your process, and giving me eternal life!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pRFaUkYB9ML_skzTTLkQslF0rWWIQyQunIlNi8_kVZg/present?slide=id.g42ee2ba9b9_2_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Zt0dlRJQNgW9wJ6QP79BaUNOVkydvwzPYXHkqJBtpTo/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VCUMnyXNRnpxYFXyqdmD4Uw7PF3VpCfOWOAXUDaQEBg/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OFMEumOhdIa552P99LgAeemdgSTDyW8z7W3RY8iIFE0/present?slide=id.p1


“Then, together with them (those out of body – 5th dimension

spirits helping guide us (angels)), we who are still alive and

remain on the earth (Book of Life levels) will be caught up in

the clouds (higher consciousness) to meet the Lord in the air.

Then we will be with the Lord forever.” 

1 Thessalonians 4:17 

“He who overcomes, shall not be

hurt by the second death.”

The Christian Experience as promised through

the Bible

(for those sincere, and following all the rules and

requirements) (then you can co-create – freedom)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1htwXpElZOCFTb6H8dVj_wffwhrhQq34tnYrtWKHKIpo/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1htwXpElZOCFTb6H8dVj_wffwhrhQq34tnYrtWKHKIpo/present
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15YUopIOQWV9kAXaP0Oe0TvsXPDzzYINgcoFKewdFsnk/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/gates.gif
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Oa0JbMEvPsDgS6EUiEiF4ymXDPW55a0AUbb1Zn_lvEY/present?slide=id.g3f51a67711_2_75


“This is the second death, the lake of fire (lower consciousness). And if

anyone’s name was not found written in the Book of Life, he was thrown

into the lake of fire (hell).” Revelation 20:15

So why do you keep calling me, “Lord Lord…?”

You are either living in your own created world, or in someone else’s……it’s your

choice!

(If in someone else’s created experience, job related, or in a formal marriage, or other 

relationship, a person must accept all of the repercussions around any associated 

karma associated with it. No one escapes related karma and the necessary re-balancing 

(cleansing) around it. It will have to be payed back at some point, or a person cannot 

move forward. It has nothing to do with the positive part, but is all about the negative 

parts that also have to re-balance (either consciously during this lifetime, or in an 

unconscious state next time). The understanding of duality vs unity consciousness and 

what eternal life actually means. This is why those wanting to experience within the 

highest levels of  consciousness, must separate from those who do not really have that 

same  desire. That larger group that is happy staying within the lower levels  of 

consciousness, with others who are also just like them, unwilling to  cleanse properly 

through a period of suffering.)

“Therefore, come out from among them and be separate, says the Lord; do not touch 

any unclean thing, and I will welcome you.” 2 Corinthians 6:17 

other topics

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/luke-6_46-2.jpg
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The understanding of rebirth, and use of multi

dimensional life.

Once this is remembered, a person continues on from

where they previously left off…eternal life

will not argue

“For the preaching of the cross is to

them that perish foolishness; but unto

us which are saved it is the power of

God. For it is written, I will destroy

the wisdom of the wise, and will bring

to nothing the understanding of the

prudent.”

1 Corinthians 1:18-19 

“Claiming to be wise, they (some of those still in their fallen state) instead
became utter fools.” Romans 1:22

(Dooming themselves outside of eternal life, having never reached “Heaven”)

“And the dead in Christ will rise first”

(those open to the actual Gospel, by experiencing it by faith through tribulation)

"It is true, that without a physical body, it is almost impossible to expand 

consciousness. Once a person has lost their body,  they don't evolve much 

more." Excerpt from You are a Multi-Dimensional being. Therefore,  take advantage 

of your body while you have it.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gTim7QpLOnqJlC63wqcNTnkrVCiCKGzc-piih0nJd4A/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1h_IYzvb8TiU_H8PyQF-6WbnHrvnZEAMR9Eyo2gJ5J-g/present
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/welling.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/1-fools.gif


Donations to this site are partly used in

reaching the poor (in spirit), while also

spreading the Gospel similar to that of

Revelation 14:6. ” Then I saw another angel

flying in midair (higher consciousness spiritual

realm), and he had the eternal gospel to

proclaim to those who live on the earth—to

every nation, tribe, language and people (all

souls within different levels of consciousness).”
“…for only those who are spiritual, can understand what the

Spirit means…”

Give Thanks to the LORD, for He is Good

…The LORD is on my side; He is my helper. Therefore I will look in triumph on those

who hate me. It is better to take refuge in the LORD than to trust in man. It is better to

take refuge in the LORD than to trust in princes.… Psalm 118:8

“Come out of her (those still in the lower consciousness world), my people, so that you 

will not share in her sins or contract any of her plagues (share in their karma).” 

Everyone must decide which world they want to live in….lower or higher 

consciousness)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19xkx5hOo1sPvNTZ_xOpsfgUlsd1bquXHKmqKq6e3XBM/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19xkx5hOo1sPvNTZ_xOpsfgUlsd1bquXHKmqKq6e3XBM/present?slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nLJqHyQ3mliWybuib6carzkD05-cUrGboxV6TK29CVg/present?token=AC4w5VgyRzibN0Qp-fEdHvaDimmJbeZuKA%3A1537460257073&includes_info_params=1&slide=id.g421badc040_2_283
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nvkzFHxXgg1LUrN_TnuthHGZhVT9LWUw0NvVfzqcjWA/present


Washing and purifying through tribulation!! Partial tribulation is leaning more towards the

world, while a full completed tribulation shows faith in Jesus and eternal life.

“But they will have to answer to God, who judges the living (through Christ) and the 

dead (those who are in body, and at Book of Life levels are allowed to judge the 

“dead”also.)”

Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, at the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man 

sits on his glorious throne, you who have followed me (completed their tribulation) 

will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel (those still in lower 

consciousness – the dead). Matthew 19:28

"The righteous and wicked are to remain in the earth together. The righteous are 

not to exterminate the wicked" (Let them remain in their lower 

consciousness world, since upon permanent separation, they will be gone soon 

enough anyway. For many, this will be their last physical lifetime allowed within 

the human cycle. They are just being allowed to physically live during end times, 

for their final opportunity to advance into eternal life.) 

"And Your people who have their names written in The Book will be 
protected." Daniel 12:1

  (A person reaching these levels, realizes that regardless of how they  leave the earth, 
they will always be able to return when they want, for  further conscious growth 

(eternal life). Unlike those, who have never reached Book of  Life levels - the dead.) 
(There are also certain protections and blessings given to those during physical life, who are at Book of Life levels.)

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/declare-unto-us-the-parable-of-the-tares-of-the-field.pdf
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/loyalty.gif
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PDF copy Google pdf
PDF copy Google Slides
PDF combined Google pdf & slides

 Other Notes and previous versions:

JudgmentLadder.com (short older commentary) 

SammyFund.org (You can change your reality (properly) after reaching 
Book of Life levels and within God’s guidelines and rules) 

Christian Last and Final Judgment (longer commentary) Apostles’ Creed, 
Tares of the Field, Days Shortened, But I Never Knew You 

Christ Consciousness Notes pdf (open with Adobe reader for the links, 
highlights and additional comments to display as intended) 

Permanent Separation – higher vs lower consciousness worlds (visual) 

Google Slideshow (Please give slideshow time to load – then single click to 
continue) 

Creed 2

PDF Copy Wordpress

Jeremiah 25:4-6

"And the Lord has sent to you all His servants the 

prophets again and again, but you have not 

listened nor inclined your ear to hear, saying, 

'Turn now everyone from his evil way and from the 

evil of your deeds, and dwell on the land which the 

Lord has given to you and your forefathers forever 

and ever (5th dimension physical 

consciousness); and do not go after other gods 

to serve them and to worship them ($$), and do 

not provoke Me to anger with the work of your 

hands, and I will do you no harm.'”

Lucifer Experiment – Duality PDF

SammyFund Life combined (pdf and slide gallery)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OVMQTDNpurJFCfHTMySEpBi4A1QAirsC/view
https://sammytrust.wordpress.com/688-2/
https://sammytrust.wordpress.com/667-2/
https://sammytrust.wordpress.com/christian-last-and-final-judgment/
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/apostles-creed.pdf
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The Restoration of Israel

…“Behold, the days are coming, declares the LORD, when the plowman will 

overtake the reaper and the treader of grapes, the sower of seed. The mountains 

will drip with sweet wine, with which all the hills will flow. I will restore from 
captivity My people Israel; they will rebuild and inhabit the ruined cities; they 

will plant vineyards and drink their wine; they will make gardens and eat their fruit. I 
will firmly plant them in their own land (higher consciousness), never again to 

be uprooted from the land that I have given them (5th dimension Christ 
consciousness),” says the LORD your God.…

Permanent eternal separation between higher and lower consciousness....

But none of them, will understand........ Daniel 12:10        

click on google slide for animation

(back to top)
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